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One Month Late 
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& Competitive Intelligence 
Focus on Global Competitive 
Intdligence 
Market the Value o f  your 
Competitive Intelligence 
Difference of opinion. 
536 Mkn. 31i7 XOR'rH WESTWN RE?ORTER. 2:l SERT~S 
RoH~~!d l}.;tvid HOCM, Aptwlh~r.t. 
!"o. CZ-63-195:3. 
CNrt of Appeals nf :.Ui:lr.esot.t. 
RoHoJ\d l»:"id BOOM, Ap9f:lbmt. 
N3. C}..$3-~~..:8.. 
CQ."rt of Appe:tlt nf M.~~ota.. 
April 23, lS$5. 
Upon -:notion of wit'~, ap)Na! by bus~ 
bi>l.od frore a jadgwent: en~ ~n a !l'l.ST> 
~ cl~ch:.t!rm p~elll."l.g ~ dWn,i$sed. 
Hus.b6.n<i pctlrloMd inr reil'l!l~t1!mant of 
$~. The: CQ\!rt -of Apl)eak, Pete~ S. 
.Popovieh, J.., Gmi:erl tOO 'l*!tition, awi ha'>· 
ba.'l.d ~tltkmlild fot ~rt!<t2' r.evWw. 'I'M 
So:~rru!' Omrt, Co-y11e, J., 1!61 N.W.2d Si, 
rev-enl!i: andre~ Upon ~~n<l. the 
Dl&trict Cmtrt, fuv~ C.C,I,r!J"ty, lkuet! N. 
~tbe!'-, J,, dh-ided t.'le JX~;r..ks' pro~rty. 
Appeal wu taktm. 'Tht; Court of Ap~ls,. 
~-Me~ J .. Mid tht.: (1} Oi!!.p~r 
ate. awa...~ of m~ PNJXH1:Y to husband 
was jU.<;.tifK<d wheN 13 y~ kp:ied ~ 
twun 38!'\l"i<:e ~f t;ummunl3 tt.nri oomplaint 
and~ diti.olutlot! ~cl pn.•perty was· 
a(:{!Uind l!:OWy by h~Qa.~ du~g that ~­
ri!Xi, <~.nci {S} tm.1 uurt may !'lmw.d its 
.. _ ,. ~ j~rurnt any time OO!o:oe ~ppeal ti~ en ~~~~:~:~~=-
1. Di~ !f!::i:>Z)Z,lJ<~:} 
Dis.pr-oportionat.e< all.-ard i!f rn!U'ita! 
p70perty tc hmlxt.~ WitS jQatifled, w~re 
!3 ye:us leps&t between ~1"\-ite 9! sum-
mo!tli ud -compolaint ll!ld tl:.e Ir.~$ge <!i~ 
wW-tirJn and tl!e ~ w~ n::quirOO 
i!-Olefy :&y husband d-<lring :hat fJJrirui 
tlt.is does uot p:r~lud~ t;ial ccurt fro:n !'t!:· 
'>"klw!ng awMd if t.~~ ~)lflO!a! p<Jrio<l AA-~ r.ot 
f<Xpir~d aru! a pQ...."ty timely move~: fer 
a..•1wndment pvrsmmt m l"ule, 4S N:.S.A., 
Rules C1v.Pr«., R~le .52.02. 
4.Dh·o~~<t(l} 
A 11ropert,y distrlb~t.lon in a j:..dgment: 
and dee•~ is Mt ''iffiai" until ~ft<'.r ~.hi:! 
appeal period ~xpll.-e$. 
See pubhcatlo~ Wo.rd$ al'l~ f'i::r~ 
Wr oth(.r judidcl cD::stn,lel!Qn.~ an<i 
ddinltiM~ 
SyUr::Ou-a biJ fl«: Court. 
1. A dispr!ll:JO'.:.-'"..iQnate a-..'ard ot ma.ri-
t;~.l p:uperty to !he hushalld !l! iustlficd 
whe:N 13 ~rs i>lapsed hetw~n ~rv!ct <>! 
the IJurnroons and cmnplai.r.t and t1w disso--
lutkm !Uld the property was ~l.U~d sckly 
by tM b~b!IJ'Id during t.htlt period. 
2. A court m3.y am:o:U! j(.$ judgment 
:.my::lmt; ooron t..IJ.J? appe.lJ time "')'l. the judg-
~~!V:. ~xpl~. 
P..obe:-t E. Van Nostra.m!, ·whc-atcr:, tor 
Nspondent. 
.John 2. M:a.-::k. New London, {or ~pel­
tam .. 
Heard. WR~&rftd and 0~~ by POP().. 
V!CS, C..\ief Judg~, and SEDGW!CK, ;w.d 
NlERE.'\l.'MJlTE.'<. JJ. 
OPrt-.101'1 
SEDGWiCK, Judge. 
Ap~i~nt Roll:md Boom a:W res~dt-11~ 
E.!~ot Boom beth ~h:Jlenge t.loJ~ trial 
court'$: div.LWt~ ot p~perts. &Uat.d !i.ko <, 
Apr-i: 23, 1985, 
OPlXION 
SEDGWICK, J•Jdge. 
Appellar~t Ro!b.ncl Boom and re3pendent 
E:le<l-PYr Boom botb ehalkmge tOO trial 
rourt.'s division .cf property. Mllro:.d .u..~ 
alleges the trial <:OU.."t e.rJ'IXi; {1) in umer.d· 
ing its judgmer~t de~ without any :fmd-
ings, explanation or jruttif!eatio:t; Q.r;d {2} 
l>Wlirdh!g Eleaom- at<.orooy fees. WP llf· 
firm. .~. 
FACTS 
Apl*ilant !to!l!md anci respondl:!nt Ele6.~ 
nor Boom w~ married in 1951. T:'l;ey 
aUI!f~ th~ tl'%.! .oo\«1: em!d: (1} m amend· 
b-.g !ts j~.:~nt ~ witi'.oti1 any !iod-~ 
~~~$=~=r ~~~=~ ;: ~: .~ 
f:irn. · 
FACTS 
Ap~i:a!'tt B:~Jlllbd and ~sf>(mdsmt E".ea-
Mr ~ Wei'!! m3l'::'ied in 19i'SL They' 
~STCASES 
The difference in case-finding efficiency is 
dramatic. Only from West Group - in any research 
format you prefer. See the difference for yourself 
Calll-800-757 -9378 or visit westgroup.com. 
v:CJ~c .... : .• J.',, v:,;_;_t.::: 
FREE BOOK! For a 
lighthearted look at 
West editorial extras, 
ask for Wolf v. Pig. 
Bancro~-VVhitr.ey ·Clark Doardman Callaghan· Lawyers Cooperative Publishing • West!cwiD • West P:.~blishing 
© 1999 West Group 0-9926-5/3-99 !93060li] The trademarks shown w1th~n ere used under liceme 
Where the race is won 
IS1 Document SolutionSM helps you w i ~  with document delivery that's swift, smooth and dependable. 
Pull away from the pack with quick, conveniect ordering and delivery options, giving you easy 
access to ali the publicly available documents you need. Reliable customer support speeds dong 
y0u.r critical research documents with strict adherence to copyright laws. 
IS1 Document Solution also features uniform processing fees, volume dscounts and specially 
neptiated royalty rates. Getting you across the finish line with time and budget to spare. 
S 3  rely on IS1 Document Solution to deliver the documents that are most important to your research, 
arid we'll meet yoil in the winner's circle. 
Contact IS1 D o c ~ n z e m t  SoIutiow at: 
Phone: 1-800-336-4474, option 5 E-mail: 
21 5-386-0100, option 1, ext. 4900 Mail: 
Fax: 21 5-222-0840 or 21 5-386-4343 
Web: www.isinet.com/prodserar/ids/idsfm.ktml 
ids@isinet.com 
IS1 Document Solution 
P.O. Box 7649 
Philadelphia, PA 19104-3389 
USA. 
Publisher of Curren t  Contenwa znd Science Ci taz io~ Index' 
www.isinet.com 

Effective Use of lnformation and Competitive intelligence 
Guest editor Dottie Moon explains how to use information to gain a competitive 
advantage in the marketplace. 
At a Crossroads: lnformation Professional to Intelligence Agent 
Sonnie H~hhof and Lera Chitwood discuss why the information professional of today 
is the intelligence agent of tomorrow (or sooner!). 
Preparing fop the Cl Role: A Student's Perspective 
-Karen Trimberger shares a student's perspective of competitive intelligence and 
aSSrOOm. considers how the principles of CI are taught in the cl- 
Market the Value of Your Competitive fntelligence: 
An Added Role for the lnformation Center 
Denise Chochrek delves into the principles of marketkg and explains that no matter 
how talented you are, you can never zvoid marketing and still be successful in the 
long tern. 
Competitive lntelligence on the Internet-Going for the Gold 
What's one of the best places to search for company information? On the Internet! 
Helene f(ass1er provides some tips on how to make your search successful. 
Focus on Global Competitive lnteiligence 
Another challenge for information professionals is to conduct research on a 
company's cmpetitor with global interests. Sylvia James explains how to conduct 
this research in a definitive way. 
Executive Outlook 
Kew Year's Resciuticcs, One M o n t ~  Late 
The Cutting Edge 
ExtEaceS. What's the Fnss? 
IRC Motes 
Compe5:ive Ixe<iligecce and hli That 
Communications Outlook 
K D  20QO Ijavigating the World's Knowledge 
Copyright Corner 
Viirkers Versus PuFkshe~s-Part 11 
Money Matters 
SLL4's Pdckg Strategy 
7 Marketplace 
52 Coming Events 
$4 In Summary 
iming is everything. With an exchange sf 
mails I was presented with the opportunity 
to p e s t  edit C?is issue an competitive 
intelligence Wilda Newman was the catalyst 
as she encouraged me p~b7:isX.i a paper 
that 1 had sent her. As we talked: the idea of 
an tmfetsmation Oudook issue devoted to CI came up, 1 
contacted managing editor, Susaxa Broarghtm, and 
found that they already had piam tc create an issue 
devoted to CI and how's February 2;280? 
It w s  excitifig to help put this issue together ds it 
cnys&II.ized for ;trae how invoIved Eax?ly of ursr StA 
members already are with competitive intelligence- As 
information professionals soles evdve within their or- 
ganizations, many are finding new opportunities and 
advancement with Ci. 
The initial article sets the s t a g  for thinking about 
compedtive intelligence within the con%ext of an orga- 
nizatr;ionfs need to make effective use sf hhrnatlon, 
The right informa~ion, to the right people at the right 
time, Cl as well as badness trends such as knowledge 
mnanagement, data warehousing and e-businn ~ s s  are 
a3 driving us to new business models where the in- 
formation streams are as carefully thobight out as the 
money streams. 
The issue continues with the redi'cies sf what it 
takes to build a successful CI prcsgrzm Bonnie Ho- 
'tlfsofs article describes the skills needed to make the 
sansitfon to an intelligence analyst, IQren Rimberger 
talks about how her school is preparing her enter this 
field, Denise Chachrek highlights the need to pay at- 
tention to organizational politics md market CI cap- 
biities & successes. 
Sylvia James and Helene Ussler illustrate some 
of the tv;ays to handle competitive intelligence.. 
Sylvia's article focuses on global issues and Helene 
coaches on ways ts use the Internet for effective 
data gathering 
1 hope you find these artides interesting and use- 
ful ~ e i  us know what you think! 
>: .' 
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New Year3 Resolutions, One Morith iate 
Susan DiMattia. SLA's president, and I share this space by alternating our columns on a monthly 
basis. Since Susar, had the good fortune to welcome you into the new millennium. ! shall take this op- 
portunity to do the same. I do not, however, consider this a tardy welcome. Most of you have, no 
doubt, only recently assuaged ymr fears or concerns about Y2K issues, 50th in your personal and pro- 
fessional lives. So we can all now begin to focus on the next year or the next decade. 
The time-honored Western tiadition of making resokitions for the new year is a perfect time for you 
tc give your career a kick-start. Unlike most resolutions (which are typically forgotten by the middle of 
this month), the ones you make at work should be goals you can actually achieve. SLA offers the fol- 
lowing for your consideration: 
Resolve to establish a working relationship with one high-ranking executive in your organi- 
zation whom you don't know. Your skills are valuable to evegone in your organization. l a y  not 
make a personal commitment to get to know a key decision-maker and find ways to help them be 
more successfu'i. It will pay dividends for you and the services you provide. 
Resolve to do one thing in your daily work routine per month in a way you've never 
done it. It's a wintwin scenario. By doing it differently and getting a better result, you% im- 
prove your performance. By getting a less-than-stellar result, ycn'll learn something that you 
didn't know before, either about you or others. Caution: I'm not suggesting that you do some- 
thing crazy, like drinking coffee while standing on your head! Start simpie, then think of more 
complicated things later. 
Resolve to take time out of your busy schedule to volunteer for something in your organiza- 
tion. It might make you feel good about yourself, and you'll probably interact with a variety of 
people in your organizalion with whom you'd otherwise never get to know. That can reap benefits 
for your career down the road. 
Resolve to take a new employee (outside of your department) to lunch or coffee. It's a iong- 
term investment that will likely help you in the end. 
Resolve to try a new hobby outside of work that you'd probably never consider. I met a 
member at the 1999 Annual Conference who became a rock climber recently. She told me that 
she was initially skeptical, but found it gave her new insights into her persona and how to work 
with others. 
Resolve to add something new to your daily work routine and continue it throughout the 
year. Franklin Covey seminars suggest that, if you do something for twenty-one days, it wiil be- 
come a habit. Try doing this professionally. It just might make you a more valuable employee. 
Resolve to make your organization's priorities a part of your professional priorities. If you 
haven't already, you're not working on the same page as the rest of your organization. 
Resolve to support your professional association to the fullest. It's for all of us to choose to 
join SLA for :he benefits we receive. But SLA only thrives when you become imolved. Attending 
conferences and professio~al earning courses, purchasing publications that will aid in your profes- 
sional growth, and becoming a leader will help you and SLA grow! 
That should be enough to get you started! 
David R. Bender, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 
1 subscribers spen 15.8 biNion annually on 1 products and services in i please contact: i ! 
I the information industry! I i 
I 1-301-963-3622 I I 
or visit ~~~w~u.sla,org8ptlbsP~eriafPrate.h$m! 
for advertising rates 
Qbv on the SLij ~X/&J  Site 
Salary Survey Reveals Equity in Pay for Female Information 
professionals . Summary results from the 1999 SLA Salary Sur- 
vey are avai2al;ie at http://www.sla,org/research/salsur99.html. 
Planners, check the Conferences EL Meeting section to view the 
Program Flanner Manud. 
Exhibitors V J ~ O  are i2terested in a virtual booth should go tc 
the Virtl;$. Exhi'~it Ha2 Application in the Conferences and 
Meetings section. 
Seeking ?rcposals for ti?e 2000 Steven I. Goldspiel Memorial 
Research Graat: Be part of the solution! The Special Libraries 
Association is soliciting research proposals for the 2003 
Steven I. Goldspiel Memorial Research Grant. The deadline for 
proposals is February 28, 2000. Information about .this 
$20,COO grant can Se found at http://www.sla.org/research! 
index.htmi Application materiais may also be received from 
%A's fax cn derxand service in North America (toll-free: 1- 
88841 1-24356) or internationally (toll-charge: 1-415-278- 
%lo),  items ifI401-l406. 
For Unit Leadership, :he latest monthly newsletter, Leadership Up- 
&ate, is posted at I-:np:/lwww.sIa.org/assoc,leader/updat 
With lMLii and ALEE, SLA conducted the Library and Information 
Strrd.ies Eogams S~irc~ey to provide a benchmark of information 
stxdies c ~ r h I . a  nd to identify competency areas better served by 
contimihg education prograas offered through professiond asso- 
ciations. The Executive Summary and Final Repcrt from the stL;d,y 
are iwaillabli: on the SLrl  web site. http://~vww.sla.org/profession- 
&competencyihdex,shtrJ . 
COIL'SULT Online's new search criteria are now available, see 
ht'lp:/lw~,w, sIa.orglccnsult1index.html 
Check o ~ t  ":e latest Bectronic Information Packets (EIPs) : PortaLs 
http:llwwvi. sia.orgimembershiplirc/poaal.htn;l EIectronic Li- 
censing ~~~://www.sla.orgimenbership/irclelech Opin- 
ions and Perceptions of the Library Profession http:i/ 
www.sla.orgimembership/irc/opin.htrrd 
Visit mr Members-Only section of the web site to editiview 
yaur Membership Information; viewlsearch Who's Who Oniine; 
vievu/search SLA's jobline and view fuIi text of Informuti~n 
platform buik t o  deliver science "ar the speed 
o f  ti-e 21st Century." Wde are working wi th  
orher !nfo?rnatior! provide?3 t o  create 
searniess livtks. And we have iwested in 
c o ~ r n ~ i n i t y  services s x h  as El Vi!iagel", 
BioMedNer7". and ChemWeb, :o offer 
discip ine-specific resodFces. Elecxonic 
j ou rnak  in context anc at y o ~ c  fingerrlps. 
Our job is t o  maKe y o ~ l r  work easier. 
For more information, contacx 
new-elsevier@elsevier.com 
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1965-1 968 she was head sCiioo1 
libraria at Outrement Xi@ 
An;;€ hf Sai'ec Schod in Mon~e&. Fo.'o~mg 
Anne M. Gakr, retired A& 5ve years as a ss~ool board Ii- 
ing Ch& of Education, Concordia 'bray consulmt, she entered ac- 
University, ded Novernber 26, ademia In 1974 as assistant co- 
1999, i? Montreal, Canadz. ordinator of Gle L i b r q  StcCies 
Thro~@ou:. her long and &stir,- Program at Concordia. Gder was 
guished career of forty years associate professor and director 
dedicated to the library azd hfor- of the prograx for twelve years. 
mation science profession, and In 1997, t5e Li'9ray Skdies Fro- 
as a SLA member, Gder pztici- gram merged with the Depart- 
pated in a wide rmge of profes- ment of Ecf~cation, a d  i? 1999 
siond actinties and contribu- she became acting chair ,,F - A  a; - 
tions to the field. Born !I? Hunga- ation untii her recent retirement. 
ry, Anne M. GalIer received her Gder focused her attention oc 
Bachelor of Arts fiom Sir George Ekracy, services for the disabled 
W J i m s  University in Montreal and disadvantzged, school librz- 
and her Master of Science from iamhip, ~d tile improvenext of 
Sinmons Conege, SCDooi of Li- . ~rison Iibraees. in 1986, she es- 
brary Science, m Boston, Gder's ablished a dis'mce education 
library career begar, in 1958 as coxse ofYered 3 prison K~razz- 
head libr*an at Canadian Mar- w.s and Lmates. She wzs nmed 
coni Company in Montred. k o s  Fellow of the National Library cf 
1961-1965, she was assodate li- Canada k 1994. ir. tfiis capacity, 
braria2 for the National F h  she worked on an international 
Board of Canada, arid from s u v g  cf cational schoai ii- 
brary policies and a Canadian , Association (CLA), the Canadian 
schooi libraries needs suwey. School Libraries Association 
She recently served as president (CSLA), the Quebec Library 
of Cie Canadian School 'Lbrar- Association [GLAj. 
ies Association. 
Gdkr was an active member i(s yen :wit1 
of the SpeciG Li'drxks Associa- Karen j. Switt, an active 
tion sewLng as chak of the 6 -  . member of the SLA/ IIiinois 
lowing comizees: Hhli %%on Cbpter, Library Management 
Gcmpmy i ? v ~ ~ d  (1997-98) mt?C . Division, and Informatio,icn Tech- 
SBndzds (1996-91). She sexed nology Dh&ion, died of cancer 
the &st year of a three-year ap- on Kovember 25, 1999. From 
pointment to the Gover~ment October 1983 until 1997, Switt 
~ ~ 7 -  &ons : Committee (1998-99). macaged the library for fne Na- 
She was a member of the ?'ad< tiorma: Association of Reahxs@. 
Force on tke Enhaxenent of Lie . She  as instmrnenta~ in mak- 
Image of the Libray m d   for- ing the NAR library 51e woddis 
maion 3ofession (1988-90). largest library of :mi estate in- 
She v m  Qak of the Ed~cztioc formation, A m n g  her achieve- 
Division (1986-87) and Editor of zents at NAR, SwiE auto~ated  
Educalim Lihan'es (1 W-99) ,  iibrary operations, expanded 
the Division's journd that >be- the staff and the collection, cre- 
Gme peer- reviewed under her zted ac electronic catdog of 
lezdership. ?reside:ect of 51e . holdings, zanaged libraries in 
Eastern Gmada Chapter (1988- Chicago and V?ashin@on, 2. C., 
89), she &so sexed s s  Chair of and creazd an dectronic index 
many Chapter committees. She to red estzte literatm. 
estaXishei; the jolnt SLNQLA in SLA, S-vt7it;t 1,7as a member 
(Qzebec Library Association; of Lie minois and Wzshington, 
?mi-raising event for tke Gana- D.C. chapters and thee divisions 
diac O:ganization of the Devel- (3&E ITE &L LUD), ad a mem- 
opment of Education (CODE) 3 be: of ITE V~rZdd Section. At 
purc5ase books for mob& li- NAF,, m e n  hosted the Michi- 
braries in Kenya, Ethiopia, and gaz Rtieme Bridge Librarians 
c Galler's pubiication group, which meet reg~Iarly in 
record was extensive acd in- the 1983's, As a mmber of the 
ciuded numerous articles, book %nois Chapter of SLA: SwiZ 
&?zpters, manuals, =t?C papers. was chair of Cie Members5ip Di- 
She was the recipient of many rectcay ComqiEee for 1991-92 
awards inchding the Annud asnd 4992-93. She $so was in- 
Award for Professio~d Excei- vclved in the kitid planning of 
ience frsn the Xducatior, Givi- the Great Lakes Regio2d Coc- 
§ion (19951, the 1992 Librarian ference 19, hos2d by the minois 
of t5e Year Award from SSZP, Chpter, Switt was &air-elect 
Eastern Canada Chapter, a scroll m d  then chair of tbe Informa- 
from the Coaaci;: and Exectltive tion TeCnnology Division of SLA 
board of iFLA in 1991, and the (!982-8W!983-84), and was 
199 1 Outstanding Service responsible fsr o r g a n i z i  HTE- 
Award $om the Quebec Library . sponscnd workshops to teach 
Association. To support her ex- oaine searchixg at th? SLA Afi- 
tecsive research, she received nxal Conference for tkee  years 
macy grants. She was also ac- during the e a Q  d980's. Fsr the 
tive 43 the Intercationd Federa- $LA Library Mamgement Divi- 
tion of Libray Assw%ttiocs Sion, SMCE served as archivist 
(;FLA)* t3e Canadan 6ibrary from 1992-95. 
MarI)?s Rzy; mny~er  of t;ie North Carolina Chapter of the Special 
Libraries Association (NC/SLAJ, led the effort to raise funds to aid 
pxl~lic z?d sknooi libraries flooded by Hurricane Floyd. She advex- 
tised the Nolih Giroka Library Associatiol?'~ (NCLA) efforts to raise 
fwds by speaking at WSLA Chapter meetings and by publishing to 
the NC/SLA Chapter discussion iist. Between the October and Decem- 
ber KCISLA meetings, S z ~ d i  Goodwin, chapter treasurer, collected 
$455, whick u ~ s  s~pplemented by 5545 from the chapter coffers to 
bring the ;otal to $$!OG. WC/SLA and N C U  encmage everyone t3 
coctribrjxe h d s  tc aid in the rebuilding of flood-damaged collections 
or buildings. Please do not donate books. Library directors have said 
that the best way tc help ffi tiye specifk gaps t h a ~  formed in their 
coliections is t;irozgh monetary donaticns. To contribute, make 
checks payaole to NCLA Zoyd Fund, and mail to Mzdreen Costello, 
BCLA: 4646 Mail Service Center, Fakigh NC 27699-4646. 
SLA exhibited at Online information 
December 7-9, 1999. SLA's Executive 
Director, David Bender (pictured. left) 
was onsite to promote membership, con- 
ferences, and SLA products and sevkes 
to a global audience. The exhibit was 
well attended, with more than 800 individuals, both members and 
con members dike. High interest was shown in a number of prod- 
ucts and services, inchding Global ZOO0 conference scheduled for 
Octobel % O N  in Brighton, LK. To view details of Global 2000, go to 
w~i~r.sla~obI;;J20OO.org. 
The SM Ewopean Chapter hosted a breakfast for more than 80 
people which coincided with the with Online Information. David 
Mort, SIA European Chapter President, discussed chapter activities 
throughout the year, and took the opportunity to introduce Kevm 
Miies. Mile is the recipient of the European Special Librarian of Ge 
Year (ESLY) Avmd for 1999t2000. To view an inttmiew with Kevk 
Miles, go to the SLA European Chapter's website: www.sla.org/ 
chapter/ceurf:ndexl .htm 
. . j'iJi'!; Se~rerary ,$enersj qs?o:ed 
Xoss Silhmon, Secre tq  General of the International Federa- 
tion of L i b r ~ ~ "  Associations and Institutions (IFLA) has received ac  
honor jn ihe British Prime Minister's New Year's honors iist. He be- 
comes an Officer of the British Empike (OBE) for services to iibrari- 
anship m d  infcrmaticn grovision. Shmmon said he was "aston- 
ished i ~ d  delighted to receive the award." He was particularly 
p1ease:i of the recognition it gave to librarians and libraries in the 
UR. He expects to receive the medal at Buckingham Palace later in 
the yeax. Shimxcn is aiso working closely with SLA in the develop- 
aent  cf an IFlA progrm for the Global 2000 in October. For pro- 
gram infjmation, go to 1vw~.slaglobal2~O.org 
(ifi odr invoicing curre~ciesj. This new policy 
sigr:if:cantly reduces tPe effects o f  currency 
fiuctuations - the mair: factor causing 
dramatic journal price increase. Elsevier 
Science wiil share the risks and pmtect library 
customers by providing greater price stabiiity. 
3ur job is to  make your work easier. 
For more infomation, contact 
new-eisevier@eIsevier.com 
ELSEVIER 
SCIENCE 
First $?ere was the Inzxet;  used by and cse%i to compacy, and the corporate intranet was conceived. As 
only those ~ G t h  access to mainframe comptiters, typicacy fhis idea. matared, it was 2 smail step alio\n,r tE.,ird 
computer scientists and research and development opera- pxties iimited and coctroiied access CLQ the corpora% ia- 
tions in large corporatiocs. The WJorId Wide We5 tranet, acd so 'LIE extranet was born. 
(WVJVJ), together wit5 the arrival of the cheap zed pow- The reai significance cf the web is nea", explained in 
erM desktop computer, changed a11 that by making the Robert K Reid's Architects gf the Ydeb: I ,  000 s ? ~ s  th& 
Internet more accessible and easier to use. just as we Built the Future gEB&csinzss (New Ycrk,: john Wky, 1997;. 
were getting comfo~tbie wi& the web, suddenIy every- This Zsty concoction of technicai e@aation, buskess 
one was taiking about 'ictranets', in effect smaX scale, andysis, and biograpb-3 emphasizes &at tiae k g  issue !s 
dosed versions of tfx 'fl%W. Now a11 the taik is about not how to do tkLingj on ~e we2 lo.~t how a use the web to 
extranets. \&%at are we to make of extracets? A new fad, do tiiF?gs diffeentIy. It Its a mmpehg  read vL%h tejis 'Lqe 
the next big thing or what? in order to understarzd Lie story cGf haw resex& stxident, Marc Andreessec, s c  v ~ t  tr; 
significance of extranets it is necessary to undersand make soxe&ng cool oil: of 3-q Berners-Lee's &&$kg 
what 'lqe web is really 2.U about, to undersand that it is VJorid 'aide -Web Fq Ii$e m r e  ikan w o  yezs gave the 
an enabling technologv the MI impact of which is l imkd world Netsczpe. One of Ankeessen's co2eagces remzked 
only by our imaginations and creativity. This paper looks thx  2 was "quite s a y  t think 5hx jrrst a conpie of people 
at the origins of t3e web before ouflining the sigzificance coulC Li%~ence so i ~ a n y  without redy intendkg to." Reid 
of extranets. counters &at it mi@ have been scx.ier had C?ey a c t ~ ~ d y  
planned it; ?xy ~ @ t  cot have p h n e d  it? but t;le hx -  
7- ; ce I s e c i ~ n i ~ c -  
a .";" nesshg of IN& tecknoicgies is cow very m& a pze of 
The WorX Wide Web as we know it today is the cul- buskess @amhg and strategy. CC& in kid 's  wcrds "%e 
mination of many strands of technolcgicai development hissing inf2ration of the In:€rnd's o p  pnsltocds and :zks 
which has 5~ndamenraEy and quite literaily changed of engagemeat has &eaCy skifted Cie l m d s ~ p e  of ?h.e 
the way the world iooks at information. Its origins car, kchnoiogy inkstry Scyocd xcog:itiac, it has also givea 
be traced Sack as far as 1945 when Vannevar Bash rise to one of <?e most dramatic s~ccesses 5 busixss his- 
published "As We May Think" (Atlantic Month@, July ary, and is buiiciiig a cewcrk <?at i n Z  soon extend into 
1945) in which he prophesied a future work desk bciit every ma$: c~ganiation k the w d d ,  &cdarcen+&y 
upon hyperllcked hypermedia. 1n 196C, Tkeodor Nel- chanu&g the way businesses, indi-sidds, and perhaps 
son conceived the idea. of hypertext and began his even na5ons mind their affzirs m d  deai with one amtkr." 
iong-runcing Xanadu project, an azempt to create 2 Even in 1995, Ne'lscaye CEO james Barksdaie (H?J%,~- 
worldwide network using hypertext links mafibn Week* 7 Oct 1996) knew that h e  real gaxe was 
(urwlv.xanadu.com). In the 1980s; Tim Berners-See not se much about fne creatioa of web browsers as about 
drew or: these ideas and conceived the World Wide getting businesses to use web-based prodncts to ma te  
Web when he set out to create a persocai orgacizer us- client-sewer cross-platform sciuZoes. Be had no dsu5t 
ing hypertext Iinbs. His ideas spawned the creation in that the next big thing wcnld 5e extranets-the &City to 
the mid 1990s of graphical user interfaces (SUI; in the use the same software for coEaiorating and ccmmcnicat- 
form of the web 3rov\rsz: (Mosaic, Netscqe, and Inter- k g  outside C?e Brev~aliaii as icside the firewail, with yyor 
net Explorer) which catapuited the Internet from rela- pazners and your czstcmers. Three years iater, the Ex- 
tive obscurity into the commercial arena, in the process tranet Strategist (third quazer 1999 at wvvl,i.Extranet- 
revolutionizing the way we hacdk information. Busi- strategist.com) confirmed the accuracy of his srediction: 
nesses began to make use of browser technology to pub- "'Extranets are not a passing trend; they are part of the 
Iish infomadon such as productinfomatien. This same larger e-jusicess hture. Companies that want to remain 
tech~ology, however, provided a cheap and platform-ic- leaders in their indcstry will have to make i T  investments 
dependent tool fcr pubiishing information within fhe in extranet solutions <?at faciiitate resocrce sharing with 
b~ Ian Vdatson. Watson is infomanbn ser~ices maneer; Scctlish ILfedia Ne&qxqxrs, Glasgvfl, S c ~ t h d  He may be 
reached at Paafs~n@cir~. CG. zk~ 
C- L3eir partriers 2nd customers" of course the electronic excha~g? sf 
informatior; is not cew, :Jut hitherto has been based on proprieQry 
networks and standards. Companies car: now exploit their invest- 
ment in intranet and internet technology (which is open rather than 
proprietary) to exilange data and share applications with business 
partners, suppiiers, and customers. Provided tney are secure, extra- 
nets eenabie organizations tc control who sees or uses what, and as 
a result.. ,@a companies the control they need to share infor- 
mation and gain a competitive edge. 
- Creatiga +e Cgri;ora;- txtranei 
., 
BuilSiig a secure network that dows interaction with suppliers 
and msllcmers raises many techical issues. The efieective deployment 
of e r a n e t  tetlology, however, requires a thorough understanding cf 
business precesses: It  not be grafted onto existing processes. Tracy 
Shuford, htermet 2tarket:ig manager at Aventd Ccqoration (see 
vm.B~ranet-s&ate@st.ccm), explaim that the best person in an or- 
ganization tc: promte an e m n e t  is someone who understands tile 
compaqjy's busirless model, its goals and objectives and has technical 
experience, strong project management skills, a sense of sdesman- 
ship, a116 axe ieaderslqi~ quaI2ies. This demanding role covers so 
maqy areas that sorrie orgmizations have made room for a CTO, or 
c&ief achnoiogy oEcer. SmaEer companies that lack both of these ti- 
tles may turn to IT d'xectors or architects for strategic advice. But F 
specialists gone m n o t  be responsible for the creation cf effective ex- 
tranets. Wr&g in the Rizancial Zmes ("Enterprise Resources Pi%.- 
nhg and cke Web," 26 May 1999) Mark Vernon notes that the key to 
how a~qd ~i;?y is integratioa. Technologically, e-commerce is about k- 
tegrathg systems with the power of the browser. Commercially, e- 
comnerce is abmt integrating sxpplier to business to customer. 
In an artid: in 5ne Sunday Zmes ("Technology is the Key to 
Survival-Enteprise Networi<," 21 Nov 1999), David Baxter, former 
direct91 of the Department of Trade and Industry's Information So- 
dety initiative, is quoted as follows: "Information acd communica- 
tions tedr:coiogies are transforming organizational structures 3.s 
well as business processes. They break down organizational and 
geographic boundaries and are becoming increasingly vital to &e 
success, even t.he survival, of businesses large and small. " 
For exan@e, British cstoms authorities have introduced a simpier 
w2y for importers, aqd eventually exporters, to make declarations di- 
rectly k: custotoms using their own computer systems. The same artide 
quotes Interforzm, a trade organizztion set up to help British busi- 
nesses profit from the digital economy (Intranets: Unleash the Power 
of 7 6 C ~ :  Lnhmation - w~w.interfom.org): "Many organizatior~s 
thhk the Lz?:err~a is about static web pzges that deliver little benefit. : 
Initiatives s u 5  as electronic customs ciearance are far more importznt 
because f5ey kzpove business processes. Organizations need to look 
at deveiopicg corporate and the2 extending them to partrers 
tkroagh extrane S... sitn$y building online l i  witk: suppliers =d 
customers is ncrt enough Business processes must also change to 
svercome Xerarzhical, hnctiond and geograpkic barriers, and combat 
t5rez.S from new competitors in the global market." atranets repre- 
sent a sig~ifirznt step ir. the evolution of the infomation economy: 
We zre mov'ing fiom the stage in which we learn to do things on the 
web to the stag where we use tile web to do things differently. i@ 
strategies that wii i  assure W a r e s  of the 
permanewe of the electronic files, iw i ud i r g  
the identification o f  independent, distributed 
repositories aeceptsbie TO the library 
comrnur!ity. 'We know electronic archiving is 
important and we have made it a priority. 
3 u i .  job is to  make yotic work easier. 
For more information, contact 
new-elsevier@elseviermm 
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In the fa 1998 article L? Specid Libmks, "Gcmpeti- fze top oae-hndred of &e Fortme 509 coxpanies had 
tive Intelligence and C?e Information Center," Cle author, !ii?raries or information centers) cas?ared to only for@- 
. . H. Frarzes Greene: suggested that "serious cansideration eight percent of those companies in the Last sne-hundred 
be given tLO iibrzry information centers because &ese can- cf tile Fomce 5CC 11s;. I would like :a %ink the reason 
ters feature many of C3e elements needed to baild a ?.@I 5iey are in 51e top one-hundred and no1 last me-hun- 
integrative and effective intelligence gathering system." d;ed is sole3 becazse they hwe a i?o,rzry, but there may 
Over a decade Iater: how fzr hwe we come? I Cqink we - be o&r reasons. can rest a s w e d  that those top 
have become more aggressive in promoting o:x ';a..lents in one-hundred companies i:ave c s~mimed  a iot of re- 
this area, and in m a y  a s e s  have been very successM. sources to competitive inteliigence and oCkr foms of in- 
You a?'t do m c h  better %an makkg the cover of IEC. %rmatim seeking. The Competitive inieiligecce Electron- 
magazine and being called "a kndedge-macagemec ic Infcxmatkn Packet (ELF) at htp:/Pa.~~~.sla~oig/rnem- 
tcol of extracrdinay power." Of course, our role has be~sh@A;~/imlI.fimI prepared aad updated regajariy by 
changed or at kast been given a new narm or names. Do iRC staff % a causeM rescurce on this s~bject, Any recorn- 
you remember SDI (Selective Dissemination af informa- mendations for resources which sho~ld  be added to this 
tion) and Cur:er;t Aw7arenessT WeIi now it's Competitive E!P wiIi be geatly appreciated by IRC staff at irc@sla,,o~g 
Inteiligence: Knowiedge ?&anagexent, Er:vironmenfA : or 1-202-939-3539. 
Scmningf IcteIlecW CapitaI Managemezt, Resource However excellent m d  appreciated are f le hfowatioa 
Mapping? etc. services one pvides ,  we stZ have to jcstify onr exist- 
They are, of course, aot exactly the same, Sut 'L;lej ence aE t ~ c  oftea. The EIPs an Vahx of the Infcxxation 
deal with access tc information, adding vaiue and ereat- Center ~h~:/hxiww.s?aaar~memt.~rsFn@/iic~~aiueehmi) 
ing knovdedge. What hzs changed Is the new resocrces and Opinions and Perceptions of the Likary Profession 
availabie and; wit?? 5ie advest of the web and search en- jh@://tyww.s~a.~r~mem~e~s,?@A~c/opin hmll; are 31- 
gines, how one accesses these resources. %ere zre cow geted at helping this justifica2on. In a recent issxe of Li- 
dscwion  lists, chat Ikes: joblines, portds, company bmyjournal there is an ar5de oa %me Inc,'s l i bmy  ex- 
". 
web sites, and extranets. Eave a good look at a compa- . piai~ing how it was once ir: danger o,: oecoming aanther 
ny's web pzge. It is amazing how much information, pre- corporate cas~aky, but is now ax indispensabie part of 
vicusiy of a sensitive camre is now faun5 on a compa- the massive media company's d d y  operationsi. 
ny9s web site or extraxt. You can And a lot of izfcrma- 
tion or, a web site &out ";ile cap&gi'Les, qr:&yr&Zties, . C I ~  N 5 L- 9 jn j ,? 
and intentions of business mmpetitors. I suspect with the rC inose members with cons;Ji&nt profiles on 63R'SLXT 
extensive use of intranets and internai knowledge mrn- : Oniine -Hviil be pieased to see th2t it is now fatwed on 
zgement systems less ccrporate information will becom:.e - 5.e SL.4 hampage. Net only does 21% i m p v e  access to 
availa5le to tke pzblic. What technology has made easier :he database it w2l &so increase its visibiii'g to the pbblic 
is accessing regional information snck as local newspa- : who may be looking for professional consultants. The 
pers, but whatever information is ~ C V J  accessibie there is . main sex&? criteria, Area of Exper%e, of COX3LT On- 
no substitute for common sense. In a Fast C o r n p r y  arti- . ike  were increased from twezty-%ree to l i subject x -  
cle, Leonzd Fuld referred to finding cut a lot about a - eas in August 1999, Tt?ese revisions have gxatly im- 
company's aggressiveness with regard to costs when . proved the effectiveness of %e da&ibsse. (h@:// 
reading in a iocal newspaper 21zt the CEO a o k  a 5us ta a ~"w~.sla.org/~od?~zIVindex.Amsz!:. 
For more infomation, n e a t ~ y  tcwm to visit one of the company's plants. I'oc 
contcrct wor,'t find &at articie using an online database regard- . "Zme Xnc.3 'Strategic Asset'." Pameia Gallop Brooks 
,$hn Latham less of how briiant your search criteria are. Q Lazy W. FLcDonzld. LiB.rav pdumcnl, L 24 (191, Nwem- 
(iohn@sla.og) A recent §LA survey founci 5iat eighty-four percent of ber 15, 1999: 32-34. 
R~$W%&~R is a cruciai corporate asset. At Inmagic, 
lnc., we give you the tools you need to get the most out 
of your information. 
We are a giobal leader in providing information 
management and library automation solutions. And 
ocr Web pubiishing technology heips informatian 
professionais effectively manage and disseminate 
diverse types of data - text, multimedia and images - 
via the Web and corporate intranets. lnmagic offers 
a broad array of products, from out-of-the-box informa- 
tion management solutions to a futiy integrated library 
system. Our software is used by more than haif of the 
Fortune 500 and in over 50 countries because it is 
robust, flexible, easy to irnpiernent, and easy to use. 
Inmagic has what you need to make your 
information work for you. 
g% -?* ,<4 ,&, <.$.:.=.:.? g (f<rm*< 
j yB??" $ &3>, ,'."-,,81 l )  For more information visit us at www.inmagic.com I, . ,.:.%> <.,*,. 2 +e 57.z .s 
or call 800-229-8398 ext. 257 Empowering Information Leaders 
A few months a.go, SLA heid a little contest. You and 
your fellow members had an oppomniq to submit en- 
tries for the theme for Intematiocai Special Librarians 
Cay. Last year's Cieme (Zxercise Your Resocrces) was 
such a hit that we figired the mex3ership was inspired 
enough to @ve us some ideas. We were not disappointed. 
Jerry Baidwin, a xenbe: who works at the Minneso- 
Zi Department cf TransporGtion (and who just happens 
to be the Minnesota Chapter pubiic relations chair!) sab- 
mitted ths winning entry. The SLA Public ReiaSons 
Committee selected Baldwin's ectry-"Speciai iibraria~s: 
Navigating the 'vZiorid's Knowiedgen-in a dose race. KE- 
Qs go to Baldwin for c c & ~ g  cp wid1 a geat  theme, ~ Z c h  
generates some great visual images v~orCly of :he first 
ISLD of Cie cenary. 
Here is a sanrglkg or" the erzuks we, secei&.: 
""Ifomation Power for the N w  Jhillenni~m" 
"Specid Librarhs: Gh=@g P&rmation intc "Knriledge" 
"Worid dass Xesearck" 
is Your Net VaI:x?" 
"Partnering for Kaowledge" 
"World Gass Research" 
"'ISLD 2393: Get tae Knowledge" 
""Know Librarians-Know Success / Yo Librarians-No 
Success" 
"Special Librxians: Tio3r Portal to Scccess" 
&A- . 
~Ibrarians@Work: Your Partners in Knowledge" 
Cong-raP~lations to all of you who snbmitted entries. 
They may not be wed for ISLD 2393, but you can bet 
5 - p  
L1 L I : ~  a way tyo incorporate them into the association's 
marketing plarr! If yon woujd iike 'Lo receive a kit to help 
you celebrate ISLE ZCOC, contact Xnthor:~~ Eiee a: S L k  
headquarters (anthony@sia.org or dial 1-262-939-3633). 
Copyrich: Office Seeks  Comycpgtj ,s:y 
r- kxem?T-ens 2. to i 998 Cg~yrj ,~ht 
. - 
The United Sates Copyright Office is seeking wittea 
and reply comments from intereszd parties in order to 
dicit infcrmation and views on whether coninfringing 
uses of certtiin dasses of woriis are, or are likely to be, 
adverse1y affected by the prahlbitior against ,' C~rc~mven- 
For more iflormation tion of access control tecbnciogies. Persons interested in 
contact snbmitting comxents shou1d conscIt the November 24, 
john Crosby 1999, notice of inqniry ~ ~ b l i s h e d  in the F e d d  Register 
john-c@sla.org [f?ttp://lcweb.loc.g0~/~opyright/fedreg/54f~55T39.pdQ. 
IJ 
"rther 5ackgocnd on this r d e ~ a k i n g  may aaiso be 
f o ~ c d  in the notice of isquiry 
Foliowing receipt of initizi an6 reply coaments9 the 
Gcpyight C3ce wiil conduct public hearings at which in- 
terested persons mzy present relfoant informatioc and 
view;. Foilwing < ~ e  public hearings: of&e T + J ~  ac- 
cept post-keariag wrinen comments addressing points 
made at the hearings. After consultkg with the A S S ~ S ~ G ~  
Seae2.y for Communications and Information of the De- 
pzmwit  sf Commrce, the Register of Copyrights w 3  
make a ncomme~daticn to the LiSrarlan of Cocgxss, 
who will make the final deter~:ination based npor: the 
Xegister's recoml~~endatiol-;. 
The Eigitai Miilenaium Copyright Act {fit@:// 
~i~rv'~~1~Io~.gov/co~yri~~Yiegis1ation/~rZZ I .i;df), Pcbiic 
taw 135-304 (1 9929, added a r,ew aZilzpte: 12 to tide 19 
Unged Sta"ies Code which, among s&r things, prohibits 
circamx~enticn of access control technaiogies expioyed 5j 
copyright owners 'Lo protect their works. SpecificaZyi sec- 
tioc 1231 provides t h d  "NG B e r m  shaE circidmvmt a 
techncIogical measure C?zt  effective!^^ controis access to a 
work protected nnder this title." This prohibitiw DE cir- 
cumvention heccmes effective on October 28, 2000. To 
view section 1202 of < ~ e  kw, go to http://t~i~aoi~..ioc.gov/ 
c0pri@~t/l201/1201aitext.htd, & 
BRINGING THE 
WORLD'S LARGEST 
SCIENTIFIC DATABASE 
TO YOUR DESKTOP 
ScienceDirect" provides electronic full text 
access 1:s more than 1,000 scientific, technical and 
niedical journals published by Elsevier Science 
and the leading STM publishers. 
Desktop access to more than 550,000 full text 
articles across 14 fields of science 
Intuitive search and navigation through a 
simple UTeb-based interface 
Direct links to Ml text through a 
broad collection of secondary databases - 
delivered via the Internet or your 
Iocd. Intranet 
E Cwrent and back issues of journals plus links 
to document delivery services 
Relax and let RegScanvs Lookout do the research for you. Keeping track of over 18,000 
annual regulatory section and part changes can be a daunting task. LookOut ernail alert 
service searches the Federal Register daily for specific regulatory topics critical to you. 
When your customized match is found, an alert is emailed to you. Simply click on the 
link in the ernail and you are provided access to the full text of the matching Federal 
Register article. Save Time, Save Money with RegScan's LookOnt email alert service, 
RegScaxn, kc. 605 West Fourth Street WiEiarnspcrt, PA 17901 1-800-734-7226 
Information increasingly forms the basis of competitive aevantage, and organizations 
must explicitly articiliate and define the role information will play in the design and execu- 
tion of their competitive strategies. Business writers have been extolling the emergence of 
an information-based economy for many years. However, to d ~ t e ,  few organizations have 
truly integrated information into their strategies and plarining processes in a substantive 
way. Your organization has the opportunity to obtain sustainable cornpealive advantqe by 
integating infcrmation into the strategies and value chain of tf:e corporation. 
"...compelitors can almost always match the quality and price of a market leader's cur- 
rem product or service. By the time that happens, though, the knowledge-rich. knowledge- 
managing company will have moved on to a higher level of quaiiry, creativity or efficiency." 
- L. Prusak 6r T. Davenport, Working Knowle&e, 1998. 
Data-infornation-knowledge-wisdom. The words have bem defined and redefmed in 
an effort to express relative value. While the distinctions are important, for the purpose of 
this document, the word information wiU be used to represent ail levels of vdde from data to 
knowledge. The more relevant differentiation to this discussion is whether the information is 
needed and critical, or, just nice to have but not necessary for decision-ma'king. 
Mary 'Dottie" G, M ~ o n  is group leader - Competitive InteZ@ence, United Technologies Re- 
search Center in East Harford, CT She mqy be reached at moonmg@utrc. utc. corn. 
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To be@ t?x integation process, we 
need: to think of information as a resource 
elevated 'lo the same ieve'is as c'lizer criticd 
resources, such as Iabor and capital. Com- 
panies are beginnkg to recognize the t x e  
worth of knowkg hew iafoma'Lioa flows, 
and the move to eiectronic comnerce is ac- 
celerating that uurrders2nding. A few com- 
panies, such as Skandia, are ieadng the 
way with iinreilectud cqied metrics, but 
the vast majority have yet to assimilate in- 
formatien methodologies and information 
values into their planning processes. 
The integration of information manage- 
ment into strategy and execution shou1:ld 
also be valued as a core competer;.ce ofthe 
organizscion. A core competency is a skiii 
recognized to hwe  significant and intrinsic 
value to 'Lie corporation's co~:pe"iiive posi- 
tion, and as such, the competency needs t~ 
reside within the boircds of the corpcratioc. 
This new Gistinction rases the importance 
of managing information resources. %&r- 
ists and busiaess ccnmltants ir; ar: eager 
race to name 52e next economy-set ecoce- 
my, experience economy, infomation econ- 
omy-a3 seem to agree th2t an organiza- 
tion must manage !ts inforxation to be suc- 
cessfr;.I. Active management of infmmtion 
wiE boost a dynamic process of imp:ove- 
ment, and in am, innovation. 
Another asped of information tha"ls of- 
ten overlooked or dismissed shcuid 5e con- 
sidered. The politics of information need to 
5e ccnsciousiy managed and viewed as a 
natural aspect of organizational iife, before 
a tme information-5~seC organization can 
merge. The "politics" of infornatim ad- 
dresses the need f~ consensus about what 
information is dready withi3 the ozganiza- 
tion, who has it, what farm it is kept in, 
how to harness and use it. Lessons iexned 
from organizatkns %.rtker down this p t h  
have democstrated the value of having a 
senior executive stand up f3r informtion, 
rn ihe executive advoca'les the criticd re- 
s o m e  value of information and the need 
for processes to flow information within 
Cxir organization in an unresmctd way. 
We must also remember that informa- 
Zion is not free and does not aiways flow 
freely The old xedel of hcar8ing informa- 
tion for persofial power must be overcome. 
As with other resources-forms of wezltkk 
and power-there are compelling benefits in 
*-. 
.cwz.rdhg its optixb.tioc within  he orga- 
nization. Bpcimization comes ?oz  the open 
exchange and use of needed informaMon. lt 
is iccumbert on senior nanagemct to ae -  
ate the icternai aacagemect cuhre  that 
will. ailow the most profitable and benign 
kin of icforma",ion piitics to grow, 
UnfomcateLy, wing information as a 
strategic resome and bui',dicg processes 
and stmctms to s-qort this foczs, is not 
an activity h a t  lends itseif LLQ a mechanistic 
e: schematic approack It ifivoives ?wing a 
,-:a!... . . Aa: vrsion of the human aspects ac@ atti- 
tndes scrrounding information aad its us- 
age. It is dso tke recogni';ion and xanage- 
ment of the entire information vzlue dlain. 
vdue of optixizing corporate informztion is 
worth the stxggle. 
Another asped of kifo~matior: is Z3at it 
is not visibie or zcgible. Inforxition dso 
exhibits a digereat dynamic than most re- 
sources in that it does not fs11ow %e iaw ef 
dinkishing re tms.  In%oxmatior. 32s: be 
used to have aq7 wiue at all, and thez it 
erjoys increasing returns wis? xdt ipk  use 
and as it gets doser to Lie customer. ieif 
Edvicssen, Gbran Roos, and others hme 
biJJt upor: this dyn.amic. Again, their 5~eo- 
ries on inreIiecsclra.3 cqpitd ((XC) a x  deveiop- 
ing ways to zanage and value information 
a d  other intangibies in organizations. 
Infoxation 22s anotlier kteres3hg ~ J J -  
na~dc in tiat it aczn i,~paT both an ovel-iozd 
and shortage aJ1 at :t?e saxe time. VJe e n  be 
Lamgated -v&? %.,fernZion on a topic, bzt 
s t3  not possess the critical piece needed for a 
da5sicn. 30f? conditions res.dt k: wasted re- 
sources. Mmagment sf ir;formation v~odd 
deviate ftizese con&ons, by identifying the 
precise information needed by tI?e co~porztion 
and chazing pathways along the vdze d~ilain 
to capitdiize on 2 better than anyone eke. 
SarccessfG mxagement of infomation re- 
mains focxsed on ~ ( ~ i u e  creation. 
r a k s  of the 'kowIe@e-rich, howle&- 
man~"ng"  a q a n i e s .  %:ere is a need to link 
t ie  effor's vd-; other programs, strategies 
and key initiatives to get x3ximum benefit. 
First, your c o q a c j  and its business 
units must broadcast a clear definition of its 
strategic direction. A distinctive statement 
that ex?::icitly defines what the tradeoff 
winners are: speed, quziity, cost, or techno- 
iogial innova':ir,n. A statement sets the pd- 
cities, If tke company cm't have or do it 
ax, its e q b y e e s  and customers must 
clearly iundeistand what comes Erst. Foe~s- 
izg on the priorities wid help to dfferenti- 
ate v a I ~ ~ e  ?ZOE waste. 
Seccnd, yczr company needs to contin- 
:;e to erohe ks cub-e into more of a shar- 
ing, learning, teaching organization. It 
needs '3 evolve into an organization fo- 
c a e d  on value creation rather than on indi- 
vidxai departments, technologies, or assets. 
Currentiy. in most organizations, there are 
maKy silos of information within depart- 
ments 2nd Susiness units. Silos prevent the 
sharing of information resources, and result 
in duplication, rework, and delays. Break- 
ing down and Iinking these silos will in- 
crease sycergy jrlroughout the company. 
Thatqmergy is vital if you are to tn ly  
achieve sust-ainabIe conpetitive advantzge. 
Xlh.6, speed up :he cdltural evolution 
withiin you: corporation by devising organi- 
zaticns, careers Q compensation so people 
want to eptimize infomation flows. Existing 
:Jest practices are very clear on this point. 
Organizations rrxst identify, r ecome ,  and 
reward shzrii-~g. C;ment Western manage- 
xent cornpersation stE gravitates toward 
gne reward of individual excellence. For 
transformation, y o u  company must re-engi- 
neer its reward systeem toward excellence in 
fdtering, i3terpreting s~lthesizing, and then 
sharkg information that maximizes vake 
matian for tke wbok organizatior,. 
Finally, follow the information vaiue 
chains in the organization, Identify and cre- 
ate a range of aew design methods and pro- 
cess technologies to permit fiow and pull 
over en2re vdze streams. Remove the bar- 
riers between rrcks so that sharing can oc- 
cur. Map wont the citiczl information flows 
an6 irxIude them in planning p. ~ocesses 
w?th the same attention to detail as other 
critical resomces. In short, treat information 
as a vzduzlb.i;ie resource. 
r n m r u . i n ~ o r ~ ~ a f i o n o u t i f ~ ~ h . c o m  
&s,f ks A Stwsu:Tic Use 05 Marm&on-  
Corporations in the twenty-first centu- gr;?mpct+iw 2'rr&iiaew,-c 
ry w:li derive value from managing their Competitive intelligence (CI) is tile pro- 
information. Market leadership is a by- cess of collecting data on yolrr competitors 
prodact of creatlng more value for a s -  and the competitive environment, then se- 
tomers than your competitors. A sus- lecting, interpreting, analyzing, and deliver- 
tarned commrtment to strategic use of in- ing intelligence for action. 
formation will promote value creat:on via Q is a continual and systematic method- 
innovation and product improvement. ology for evaluahg the external forces that 
Yczr company will g a k  higher levels of Impact an organization's ability to succeed. 
competitive advantage by integrating in- CI's value is in cutting through the mounds 
formation into t3e strategies and value of data aad information to glean intelli- 
chain of the corporation. gence on a competitor's structure, culture, 
What can we as library and information behavior, strategies, capabilities, and weak- 
pr3fessionals do to advance these efforts? nesses. Competitive intelligence provides 
Let's focus oc or,e information value added insights for your management to 
chain-competitive intelligence. make informed decisions. 
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Given ieacreasir:g competition iri gcbg ~e needs of its cus to~~ers  so as to ddiver 
markets, organizations require a capability . customized services and products. GI is c&- 
that adds the competitive perspective to the icd lo your nnders'.a.nding of competitors' 
over& strategic equation. The competi2ve actions 2nd c u s t o ~ e r ~ ~  desires. It integrates 
environmer:t is vast, competitors are nc- with the planning process so that there is a 
merous m d  technologicai advances stag- coxsznt feed5scii ar:d refresh mechanisx. 
axing. Culiing C?rsugh vast quantities cf This is a criticai element in @nax& sys- u 
information can be an endless process iead- terns such as cempeti',ive intelligence. 
k g  to Iitlle or co tme gain. 
To hacdle &is situa'lion, companies need 3 m p :P c% a Q E $ 
tc go Seyocd c ~ n e n t  spot check pradices The CI infomztion value chain is rooted 
and establish a systematic process that in <k requiresects of senior managemeyJ 
broadens our understanding of important and busicess piaming processes. Strategic 
market dtynaxks. Tl&en set up and run cor- use of its informatisn will hwe impact 
recQ, CI Sy definition makes strategic use npon several areas of key concern to execn- 
of i~formatior~. It is inpoxaEt to x t e  t'at ";ves and add ins@% into their dedsioas. 
irmstments in C: 2ke  time to psy off, but Monitoring of open infomatiox sources 
the benefits w3I ourneigh the costs. CI op- in select key areas ;Nil eliminate surprEses 
erations sre part of the 10g.g-term pIanning ?om competitors' moves, Heightened 
process 2nd usualiy take Five years to reacb marexess of business trends, emerging 
ogtimnm performance. technologks and globs: issues win feed intc 
the organization's p:anning for iaproved 
a w ~ a ? 3 i m  $3 i ~ w t z a s e  product development, X&C focus, acd re- 
j n $ a r m a ~ ~ ~ r - ~  $i;s , , j?ry source aIioca',ion, Competitive intelligence 
The CI process brings crritkai insight to harnesses the information, within and ex- 
b:~siness decision-msking. It monitors your tern& to an organization, and culls it $ow; 
competitor's strategic inteeat whie inteqret- to naggets of intelligence-ingligence that 
icg impom3 trends ic &e overall business is delivered to management ,for action. 
environment io identi& oppsfi~nities and 
threats. Ci is the tool for managing and I . . . E & r . s r ~  a 9.: :d 
: d :: making ser~sp, of C?e vitai icformasor, bur- : r.: r v ~ ;  :i $,: ~i Cc5%i c> ~ 9 ,  $?, 
ied in ar: increasingly coaplex and crowded As organizations s t q g I e  witI the corn- 
operating environment. piexities of effective use sf informatioa, 
The process w!Il d e k e  elements of the recognition of the vaiae cf infoxation pro- 
information vake chain anc establish tke fessionals w% grow. We a k a $  have the 
key topica! needs. Pxio: to delivering icfor- skilis to effectively z a p  out information 
mation to Its customers, a Caxpetitive In- value chains, manage reiaticnships? evalu- 
tenigence Ucil: zte infxma?lion technoiogy took as we2 as 
talks with ';ize cnstomers a b o z  theiu < ~ e  abiiity to acczra'lejy and precise$ iden- 
t, L,L, , information requirexents; ti@ what information is needed for specific 
works wifl them ';o prioritize the topics requirexents. We csn kke  57ese sX1is be- 
according to reiative i~aIue: yond th~-.,e information center and apply f l e x  
identifies appropriate meetings 'Lo ~ a i c -  to o<xx information-driven agendas within 
k in  presence in planning ioops; the organization. 
comnunicates current issnes to the Scores of library and information pro- 
field: to foms collection effogs; fessiomls h w e  beer: providing data in 
coordr,ates ali forms of information support of intelligence efforts within their 
coilection; organizations for years. The majority have 
develops techniques to monitor !he been limited to the gathering and organi- 
t~pics; zatior: stages in ',i2e process. 'i-loweve?: the 
aeadyzes the resnlts !ooki~g for pa.',- time is ripe to change tbis model. We can 
'Lerns and nzggets of t x e  intelligecce; seize ihe opportunity to move up the idor- 
creates appropriate action-crienteci xa:ion mine chain and get cioser to the 
r e p o m  decision makers via partidpation in <le 
CI focnses on creating vahe. It &:gets eeatire competitive process. & 
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Many information professionals are at a crossroads in their careers. They no h g e r  just 
access and collect inforaation: They must add vahe to the information through delkmy, con- 
tent, systems, or knowledge. One direction to maw iinta is an andyst's position in an LqteE- 
gence operation. 1ndvid:~als with information badcgounds are &ady active participants in 
the competitive hteligence Edd. Thej are key su@iers of competitive inforaation md  pro- 
vide strong support tc the intelligence process, &en as p& of the inkfiigerrce tea,%. To date, 
Bonnie Hohhof few information professionds hzve moved ir,tc zn kielligence a n ~ j s t 9 s  position. 
The lack of a iarge peer gronp or template for this change ieads to several questions: 
Lem Chitwood What factors a n  faciiitate this change? 30 geopie who have made a sscessici tramition 
have similzr competeincies? Are there specik ecv'lronmenta1 si9~ztions that made t3eir ca- 
reer change easier? Do information professionals just self-select out? 
Considering a mreer change can be difficu2, especiaily when the ~ z t h  is not weIi 
marked. This article, based on preliminary research sponsored Sy Cie Society of Coapetitive 
Intelligence fgrofessionals (SCIP), is an attern$ to develop markers to k i p  iindMduals chart 
their own effective path from information professional to intelligence analyst. 
Once starsd, the focus of our research quickly centered on a series of questions: 
mat are the requirements for a snccessf:d career as a intelligence analyst? 
What are the key characteristics of a successfui intelligence zcaiyst? 
Are these skills, traits, or training something that information professionals have or 
can obtain? 
Wny do few jlrfomation professionais choose to pursue meers as intelligence analysts? 
0 is there a natsrai 'de-selection' inherent in information prokssionalal's required ski% or 
personality traits? 
Can training, mentoring, and encouragement for this career move be put in place by an 
organization such as SCIP? 
3 '  - - , * . i4eth,c:~c:,c,yy 
We used an inteLligence project approach. 
We first defi neG a set of basic issues and re- 
viewed .:h.e yblshed information base to le- 
verage existing knowledge. Using both per- 
sond contacts and the knowledge of senior 
intelligence experts, we identified and inter- 
iiiewed both iridividmls who made the tran- 
sition from infxmation provider to intelii- 
g e m  ardyst, and the people who have 
hired or developed s x h  individuals. 
We also Bck?red in our own perspectives 
aad ex?eriences in making career transi- 
tions out of the inforzation provider role. 
Both of us, origina3y educated as librarians 
(jack when there xiere no information spe- 
cialists), have spent a total of twenty-five 
years i n  inteil~gence operations. We have 
worked for several companies and manage- 
ment s txcmes  that embraced different in- 
formation c?nZ intelligence focuses. 
As in any inteiligence project, we had to 
we@ the efforts and returns of specific ac- 
tivities, understand the knowledge and ex- 
pertise of our information and intelligence 
sources, dccate project resources, and pro- 
vide a deliverable within a specific time 
r n u r ~ . i n f o r m a ~ i o n ~ ~ ~ l o o h . c ~ m  
frame. Ome the sources created a pattern of 
information, we stopped gzthering informa- 
tion and started analyzing it. 
Aylui-yti~ai. PCOCC.SIS 
Before we detail the characteristics of a 
successful intelligence analyst, let's review 
the analytical environment, processes and 
techniques. Traditionally the intelligence 
analysis process ccntahs five core steps: 
AnalytcaZ Sfarnewor~roblem identifi- 
cation - define the inteiligence questions 
and the decisions that they influence. 
ColZection - compile avaiiable information 
from primary (people) and secondary 
(print) sources; determine source integrity 
and information context. 
Synthesis - ask ~uestions about the infor- 
matior.; separate fzcts and judgments; iden- 
tify patterns and discontinuities. 
AnaEysis - develop hypothesis and scenari- 
os; identify alternative interpretations, as- 
sumptions, and conclusions. 
Conclusions/ implications - assess proba- 
ble success or fail~re of alternative actions 
and their implications to the organization; 
answer 'what' and 'so what' questions; rec- 
ommend alternative courses cf action. In ad- 
dition, the techniques involved in the analy- 
sis step uses a mix of specialty s k i s  and ed- 
ucational or professional background: 
Competitor - SWOT (strength, weakness, 
opportunity, threat), strategy, alliances, 
plans, intentions. 
Market - winfloss, competitor/customer 
value chain. 
Financial - cash flow, cost and ration, cred- 
itldebit. 
Organization - struct-ilre, decision makers, 
leadership. 
Technology - research and development, 
product, manufacturing. 
Environmental - regulatory, iegislative, 
politid, economic. 
Forecasting - statistical, econometric, qual- 
itative, quantitative. 
The following three sections cover key 
analyst characteristics, overlapping charac- 
teristics of infomation professionals and 
analysts, and problematic information pro- 
fessional characteristics. The article con- 
cludes with a discussion of facilitators need 
to transition from information professional 
to intelligence analyst. 
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~&cactecsst;.x 
During the intexkws, we quickly dis- 
covered v.7e could not h i ' ,  the &scussion to 
tile competencies and characteristics of i ~ -  
formation professionals; we had to identify 
the key characteristics of a sxccessfui intel- 
ligence analyst. 
InteIIectuak cunUosipj f e y  slarter - 
driven to find a soiution to a problem. The 
universai characteristic of a successfd in- 
telligecce analyst is inteilectua! curiosity. 
One individual described this as enjoying 
"t lx thrill of the chase." The analyst's ca- 
riosity extends beyond their expertise to 
encompass all subject areas affected by 
the prcbiem. 
Chaos, uncertainty, arnbigua nkk - 
personally balance2 in an environment that 
contains, chaos, uncertainty, ambiguity, 
and risk. An analyst can work with ac  im- 
perfect knowkdge base and make predic- 
tions wK~out certainty of success. 
Pattern, intuiti;Je thinker - recognizes 
novel patterns, establishes linkages, and 
infers missing pieces of informatlion, An 
analyst is coxforttble in coming to a con- 
clusion when complete evidence is lacking. 
Dipiomali~ confident; tolerates cn&im 
- communicates positive and negative re- 
suks that can come under strong criticism. 
AnaIyst's condusions often differ from Cie 
organization's cocventiocai wisdom or the 
personal preferences of "bireir senior manag- 
ers (Including direct srrpervisors) . 
Szy-di~ected, problem solving focus - 
keeps activities tightly foczsed oc sohihg 
probiems. Analysts often schedule, organize, 
a ~ d  manage 5ie mal,Vt;ical activities of ad 
hoc teams and work under tight sche&Laies. 
LogicalI qu~7niZ'tatz've skills - uses fi- 
nancial and marketing toois and tech- 
niques. Most analysts have sgecialized 
professional and business skiils; many 
have a subject Master's or equivalent expe- 
rience, and an MBA. 
Understands the business issues - has 
organizational, m i t x d ,  and industy expe- 
rience to phrase the intelligence results in 
business term. Analysts must present in- 
teIligence recoxmendations fro= the per- 
spective of their business customer. 
Strong e&ectitil/e communicatQr and inter- 
v k ~ e r  - is co~Amable and 3exibie in ques- 
tioning irdividuals. An anaiyst presents 
findings conciseiy aod convincingIyf often 
in bce-to-hce meetings wi5i the primary 
iritenigence dient. 
People oliented - has :he socid skills to 
positively icteract with a2 ictelIigence cIi- 
ents and icfcxation sources, both peers 
and superiors, individuaiiy and ia goups. 
- P ~  
I:73-oCn2r,t:_Ol-L 1 2GsLo;r?,alJ 
7/qnGi-gst Cha-t-Gdcteris;'cs 
The interviews a h  identified several 
characteristics that are $pimi of both the 
analyst and icfmmation professiond, They 
are sixdar :rut vary in how they are ixpHe- 
mented. Several arranged themsehw aiong 
a continuum, differing in emphasis and 
scope. Some of C?e iifferences fozns on 
Frocess and results, and may seem minor. 
iiawever, mar~y interviewees made a specif- 
ic effort to characterize tbese differences. 
CMOS@ - Lquis2ive interest. This key 
analytic4 t r a  focuses on gaining enougb 
unders&ndi;g tc know the issaes, solve a 
puzzle, a d  develap implications. Informa- 
tion professionals cmiosity is usxaliy direct- 
ed towards the desire to find, locate, and 
discover an answer to a speclk question. 
Persistence, tenlzcip - ~ s e s  a broad 
range of resources to discover an answer to 
a question or identify L',i?e full range of is- 
snes impacting a potential decision. 
Disoplineci organizafibnlzl ski& - most 
information professionals and analysts 
have deziied and wen developed arganiza- 
tionai skilIs. 
Commmica~on sk&: writing - succinct, 
focused, and convincing. Commiinicdtbn 
skills: listening - k~formatlion professionals 
apply active Wening to understand their cIi- 
ent's needs; which are often not dearly star- 
ed, Analysts extend t%& beyond client re- 
quivements tc understanding the underlying 
Intelligence problem that needs tc be solved 
or decision Ciat needs to be made. 
Cornmunicalim ski&: interfiewing - h- 
formation professionals are quite adept at 
icterviewing the person requesting informa- 
tion, asking &e 'who: whzt, when, where, 
why, a d  how' series 5iat evoke specific an- 
swers. Acdysts &so co~duct ?problem deki -  
tion iqtervieivs. In addition, t k y  intemiel~ 
to solicit informa2on or share specialist's 
kixwledge, often over the phone and 1 ~ 3  
indPJiduais they do not know or do not hzqe 
a working relationship. 
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Pcoble;ni.ati~ hfcc~?-~ation mentor helps guide the development of Work on both strategic and tactical in- 
P .  P c o ~ r s s ~ o ~ &  Chac~cteristics . intelligence skills and shows how to apply - telligence. Both types of intelligence are 
Ali individuals intemiewed, both those : them. This individual may be within your needed by ti?e organization and have their 
who hxve made the transition from infor- : organization or from an outside support- , own requirexents and uses. Become famil- 
nation professional to imelligence analyst ing group, such as a local SCIP chapter. . iar with their different resources, tech- 
and those who hired or developed them, The internal culture mentor helps decode : niques, and reports. 
identified a set of information professional the complexities of the individual compa- StYengthen writing presentation, and 
characteristics that negatively impact efforts ny culture. debate skilis. Although most information 
to effectively assume the analyst's role. : Participate in an intellgence team ef- ' professionals already have strong written 
Some ax generalities; others reflect the in- . fort .  Having role models is the most effec- skills, most require additional training in 
formation professional's working environ- tive way to break out of old ways of verbaI presentations and interaction skills. 
ment. P d  affect their ability to make a suc- thinking. The quickest way to develop an- . Develop concise, logical debate skills. 
cessful career transition successful. alytical skills is to use the peer process to . Gain Jinancial and business skills 
Prefers wc?rking individually rather 1 critique your work and gain an under- (MBA). Become numerically literate and 
than as part of a team. standing of how analysis turns informa- gain a good command of basic financial an- 
aence. Unccrnfortable with risk-taking, uncer- . tion into intelli, alytical skills. An MBA develops credibility 
$air@, and ambiguity, Develop human contacts to iden@ jl' and knowledge background, and sometimes 
Hesitant to make Ieaps in judgment . management issues. Create an informal in- . functions as a union card. 
wit9 incomplete data. formation network to help you identify 1 just do it. W e  the initiative to add ana- 
Overextends collectionlorganization of . what issues are important to your manage- - lytical insights, implications, and conclusions 
informadon. ment and when new questions arise. Use to the report3 you already produce. Do the job 
Lacks finaacial ana;ysis and business this information to add value to your own you want rather than the job you have. 
ski%. information reports. Have an intelligencefiendly orpaniza- 
Lack conf'idence and experience in deal- Learn aboutyour business. Understand- 1 hon. Be part of a company that is receptive 
ing with and presenting to often intimi- - ing the business mindset helps focus the to intelligence and tolerates occasional mis- 
dating se~ io r  management levels. analytical effort on problem solving. Often - takes. If ail organization does not accept 
Too muc5 emphasis on lower impact 1 the best way to learn about the organiza- the processes and discipline of intelligence, 
service; not e n o ~ ~ g h  time spent on pro- tion's business is to work closely with a . it is impossible to function there as an ef- 
viding sohxions acd adding individual sales or product xanager. fective analyst. 
assessments, viewpoints, and insights. Practice, practice, practice. Enhance Work in an environment that encourag- 
your o~7n reports tc include analytical per- es change and new skiU development. Many 
T G S , ~  STX,O!-. F ~ C ~ ~ ~ L G ~ O C S  specrives. Add comments and observations; i n t e~ewees  felt it is next to impossible to 
After asking the interviewees to identify note when a piece of information is unusual evolve into an intelligence analyst unless 
the chara&ristics of a successful intelli- or unique. Learn by doing. the organization encourages its employees 
gence analyst and the information profes- Solia?cZienl eiaiuatibr~s and recommen- to develop new skills and career tracks. 
sional skills rhzt contribxte and hinder be- dations. Close the intelligence loop by ask- Several said the only way they made that 
coming a good analyst, we asked them the ing how your clients used the information transition was to quit and move into a com- 
following questions: you provided. Did it help them in their deci- pany that allows this growth. 
8 Is <here =y specific training or subject sion-making? Is there anything eise they 
expertise :hat is required to make the would like to see? Did they even read it? If S3n?,macy 
transition to intelligence analyst? not, why not? Although not yet a common occurrence, 
Wkat environmect factors help or Take risks. Takeposihbns. Take a stand. information professionals can move them- 
hinder this transition? A de.hing characteristic of a successful in- selves intc intelligence analyst positions. 
* Wh2: cultural factors have to exist7 telligence analyst is a high comfort level Based on the experiences of several indi- 
@ Is there z specific progression of re- with risk. In re'eports, indicate what you viduals wka 'crossed-over' and the perspec- 
sponsibility or activities that lead to an found, what you ex~ected to find, and what tives of the people who helped or hired 
analysts position? you didn't find. S m t  thinking and present- them, several steps can facilitate this trans- 
%r ensuing dismssions generated by ing yourself differently. fer. Some involve a self-assessment of basic 
these questions were in some cases highly D@ne a linitzd set o f  intelligence cli- personality characteristics against those of 
idiosyncratic, jut fairly consistently identi- ents. Learn who to serve and how to say successful intelligence analysts; others 
fied ways to facilitate the transition to intel- no. Start by identifymg a core group you al- chart training and education steps. The key 
ligence anajyst: ready work wieh who are most likely to use action is to understand the processes and 
Develop intefligence mentor and compa- and appreciate informaticn and intelligence goals of ao intelligence analyst and take the 
ny cuitu~e mentor. Establishing mentoring reports. %ke the inrtiative and create value- initiative to apply them to your own work 
relationships is critical. The intelligence added packages far them. environment. &E 
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ccording to Presscott Q Gibbons, competitive intelligence (Ci) is the "evolving 
process by which the management team assesses the evolution of its industry 
and the capabilities zxd behavior of its current and potential competitors tg 
assist in maintaining or devdoping a competitive advanzge." ("'Globai 
Competitive Intelligence: An BverJiew." In J.E. Prescott, & P.T. Gib5ons (Eds.), 
G/loba2 Be~specti/es ~n C5mpetihi.e InteIZgence. AIexandria, Vh:  Society of Competitive Intdli- 
gecce Professionals, 6 993). 
CI is based in information gathering, the contemporary practice of delivering fd1-text data- 
bases to the desktop of con-information professiona!s has helped CI g a k  populxity and head- 
iines. As a result, business schools have picked up this trend and begun to add CI courses to 
CT ~ n e  curriculum. However, infomation and library science schools W e  been teaching these 
courses, skills and teckniques for years. IP, this article, we'll review Ci?e steps of 'lize Ci process 
and consider how CI sicils are zught to information and library science sci?ooIs and appZied by 
the information professional. 
Functional Areas of' C I  
jonathan E. Cdof ("Tmc'nir:g CI: Opportxnities and. Needs." Competr@?e InteII~ence Idgwnhe. 
vol. 2, no 4 pg.28-JI,Ob,-Dec 1999) descri5es the five firnctional arms of 5ie #G process as: 
I )  receipt of CI request, including unders td ing the question, the c d m e  of :he organization 
which one is preparing the infomation for, and knowledge of the capbilities of tke client, 
2 )  coilection of information, through primary and secondary source research, and under- 
standing the biases and objeciiveness of sources, 
3)  analysis and syntf:esis of B e  information, indudng looking for gaps anC interpreting how 
the coIIected information aggregates 
4 )  communication of intelligence to astomer, utiiizing presentation and dissezjnaticn 
tools, and 
5) contexaal and management anaiysis, includrig understanding how information is trans- 
forned into intelligence and Ele ethical issues in collecting information. 
I-low. then, does the infcmation professional begin to learn these sicdis? Let's review 
Callof3 steps within $he context sf current M.L.S. programs. 
Receipt uf 65 Request 
Receivhg the CI request is analogous to the initid reference interview which information 
schools teach as a foundationai practice. Information students iearc the theory and technique 
for eliciting the essence of t3e information eeed. Students learn how to listen, synthesize, and 
organize the request for information into a search protocol for inquiries. 
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Gsllectian of ! ~ f ' ~ r m a % i ~ n  or make decisions about competitive infor- 
Information retrieval lnciudes the seiec- mation. Collection development ar:d m a -  
'Lion of resources. tke evaiuation of the agement cou:ses, also incorporate resource 
quality? biases and authenticity of those aEocation, lifecycle of resources, and strate- 
sources, and finding data tikit is useful. gic planning, ini! of these courses contribute 
§@.dents are taught and then practice me& the s~rexgth of the CI ~roduct~  
odoiogies of comparing sources, question- 
ing tlleir appliczbiiity for specific questions, 2% girm ki$ U p  
and how to recognize less reliable sources. Ushg these s t e~s .  we see how C?e infor- 
Information students are aiso trained 60 mation professionai ? m s  t!e pucccss of 
&er information so that, it is timely. usekIl, c o n ? ~ ; e ~ v e  intelligence into the 'product of 
and insighthi to the end-user. Tkoaghout competi5ve intelligence. This distinction was 
the gradblate prcgzm, <?e smdents practice noad ix an article that looked at CI from se- 
information retrieval techniques on mrrect nior zmagement's point of view. See Ved- 
and illusive topics. der, Richard G. m d  Michael T. Vmecek , 
"CEO and CIO perspectives or: competitive 
Analysis arid Syrrthesig ir~tenigence;" Associaton JOY C Q ~ ~ U ~ ? ~ M Q -  
Analyzing information to become intelIi- chinoy. vol. 42, no. 8 pp. 168-1 16, 1999. 
gence is the aspect which at first glance But foEowLrlg CalQPs steps does not, 
does not appear to be tmght in information done, ~;ro&~ce kt Bigence. In the process of 
programs. However, uilen  IN^ look cIose'ly building bxidges betwee3 dispzate pieces of 
at contemporary programs, we And that data, Be  k2orma"Lism professicnd creates the 
analysis is cot 03% taught, but embedded, Q product, a wthesis of that d a k  Tikt GI 
in the curriculum. The arricuium is rich in product is the hfamaCon t l W c a ~ ~  be used to 
courses such as user needs analysis, infor- g j n  the advm.ta.ge 21 the marketplace. 
xation poky, 2nd information economic The value of was confirmed in a re- 
foremsting. The same skills of analysis that cent survey reporting that "'CEOs at CCi-ac- 
are exercised in these courses are wkat live firms were the most sqpozive, believ- 
mike up this third step. ing on average CIat GI is very important" 
(Vedder, Richard G, Y E 0  and CIO Attitudes 
Ca~mukr i ca f i~~ r  about Coqxtitive intelligence: What 3 Pro- 
Communicati?~g the Q product to the cus- fessionals Should Knc3'~;" CsmpehE~e Intel- 
tomer is compar2b:bie to delivering infoma- lzgencc Magazine. vol. 2, no. 4, act- Dec 
tion to a. client=L. It must be doze in a timely 1999. Restated, competitive intelligence is 
fashion a d  LI an effective format. IE the seen as a critical ffarnc5on by senior man- 
global workspace, the delivery takes place agement at firms wtth active GI f~nbions.  
asynchronously and remote$. Information However, the a r d e  goes on ts say that it is 
students z e  trained in the cutting ecige te& essential for CI 3mctions to continne to sell 
nologies including web-based collaborative their value by focusing on xeeting the 
viead meeting, writiag sk i s ,  z d  presenta- "firm's specific intelligence needs". 
tion. Tkese skiiis help m k e  the stlrdent a ili;len informatioc pxfessionds practice 
valuable asset in tile CI process as the wcrk- CI skms, they become more valuabable to tkc 
force moves to the V:lrtuaI v~orkpiace. operation of an organization. Information 
and Klrary science programs have educated 
Csn"eextual aad Mgrragesnent professiands vko can practice conpetitive 
h a ! y % k  intelligence in a xeaningfsl and effective 
The final step in CI, contex?aal and man- way. In addition to training in the tradition- 
agemen: malysis, incorporates topics dis- al strengths of information sdesion, col'lec- 
cussed in the professional practice cotrrses in tion, retrieval, and acaiysis, these programs 
information program. !nfo:rr;,ation profes- also prepare t5e students to idse and adopt 
sionds are taugl-it ways t3 demonstrate emerging informtion technologies that are 
vatae tc tiie client arid show Cle intrmte role nseful in all steps of the C! process. 
they play. Ir: additicn, the grinci$es of li- T;?e inforxation professional could be 
'arary caliection development are the same the essentid catalyst that enables :he CJ 
principles that are used to audit ccHections process to becone the G ',prodrrcL & 
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ong gone are "Li?e days of the Iihrarian as keeper cf the hooks. In today's 
cutthroat, corporate envi:onment, we must be top of the h e ,  coxpetitive 
information leaders. But how do we keep o.x deparinenrs on the c~tt ing 
n i edge? How do we icsure h t  we are professionals &at are soughjrlt after 
when the deadlines a~proach? The key factors are comm-~nications. 
marketing, a d .  politics. Rxnning an effect4ve comr~etitive intelligence de- 
partment is more complex than just havi2g good organizatiocai skiils. Not 51at we wo.~;d 
go $r withozt ;l?ose skils. Competilive inteBigence, or a, is %e zbnity to gzther the bcts. 
see into the fame,  and convince yoar audience that yo~ l  hold the key. Let's icok at some 
the factors needed for success. 
To be tmly effective, 2 G department must estaXsh excellen: ccraunica t io~ lines both 
within 2nd outside the company, There are n a q  information ga.tllering tools within the or- 
ganization. To ensure <?e thoroughness of your research, explore your company for ex- 
perts. Make a Iist of experts and what their specidties are. Dce scienlist may be an excel- 
lent source of backgound infomation. The person i~ marketing may hzve suggestions on 
Denise Chochrek is manager cf infomufibn research at Ba~Enef Imes~ment Co., in Forth 
Worth, Terns, She mqv be reached at dchochre,t@barbnet.com. 
how to market a new service. Perhaps someone in investor services 
can help you make contact with a security analyst. These internal 
sources can be a wealth of information if properly cultivated. Once 
you have identified internal sources, a two-way communication 
channel needs to be set up. One way of keeping a consistent flow of 
information is to provide services to the contact. Setting up a news 
watch 3: conducting some Internet research might be enough to 
keep the somce communicating. 
External sources are equally important. Having a network of 
c0ntacl.s is an excellent method to keep abreast of your industrys 
Remember :hat contacts do not have to be in your field to be useful. 
Consider makirig contacts with suppliers or distributors for your in- 
dustry, this could be used when sleuthing on a competitor. Govern- 
ment and association contacts can also prove very useful. Remern- 
ber that reciprocation is imporant if you want an ongoing relation- 
ship. The best technique for gaining external contacts is through 
conferericeslmeetings. Get involved in SLA or a similar organiza- 
tion ard you will find a wealth of information. 
Too often we become complacent when events are mnning 
smoothly. Then we are tossed into chaos unprepared, struggling 
wiL? a miserable upward climb. Don't wait until a crisis. Regular re- 
evaluation should occur at least partially every year. Services must 
be checked for their reievance, lists of users shouid be monitored 
for any s h i h ,  a rd  software must be evaluated for its efficiency and 
cost-effectiveness. It is extremely important that we remain educat- 
ed, both by reading and by seminarslconferences, in order to keep 
abreast of an infor~ation market that changes by the minute. A f11E 
information wdit shouid be performed on a regular basis. I suggcst 
you. break down and conduct one at least every three years. Keep ir, 
mind that good services are not enough to save your department in 
times of trial. Make sure you keep coming up with new ideas and: 
rotate services, s3 your information never seems stale. Keep a short 
list of services that don't change. Remember that you can package 
the same service differently and it will appear new. 
No matter how talented you are, you can never avoid marketing 
and stid be successful for the long term. AIthough $?is belief is my 
maxim, how mucl-: marketing is necessary depends on your person- 
al envlronmect. With that in mind, here are a few items I conduct 
on a regdar bass. First of all, know your clients. I 3se the term cii- 
ents irstead 3f patrons or users because it reminds me that I muse 
be diligent in a y  service or the client will go elsewhere. This is es- 
pecially true in today's Internet world. Mistakenly, many of my cli- 
ents think that everything is free and on the Internet. Thus, one of 
f i e  most freqnently used marketing tools in my department is edu- 
cation. I must constantly educate my clients about what services i 
can provide, how much time I can save them, how much more in- 
formation I can get to, etc. I must also educate myself so that I un- 
derstand the persocality of my client, what he thinks he needs, and 
what he needs but doesn't know yet. 
I like to have one-on-one sessions with the managers of the dif- 
ferent departments. I then have oae-on-one sessions with the next 
level of professionals if I believe there is an area that needs im- 
provement. This is time consuming, so I try to work on a different 
department each month. If you have trouble setting something up 
with the manager, make friends with hislher secreBry. Secretaries 
are some of the most important people in a company. I can't count 
how many times a secretary has passed on the needs of her/his 
boss, making it possible for me to shine. These meeting do not 
have to be long. If it is the first time you have met, you may want 
to schedule more time. Make sure you are organized and provide 
general information about your services before yoc get together. 
This way the conversation can focus on how you can customize 
your services for their needs. Shorter meetings or conversations can 
be used for selling a new service or strengthening ties. 
E-mail is a useful tool for communicating new or improved ser- 
vices. Make sure you make the e-mail brief a:d follow-up with an 
example of what the service looks like. If I am adding company 
timelines to available packages, seeing one will win over clients 
much faster than describing one. If you can set up a department 
page on the Intranet, do so. This is a great place for advertising 
your services. You can also point them toward great Internet sites, 
making sure they remember that you are the expert. Don't get too 
fancy with graphics on your page, this makes you look nerdy. In- 
stead keep it professional looking. Cute games might win friends 
with the mail room staff, but the top managers will not include you 
in planning sessions with gimmicks. 
I do suggest setting up a department identi$ Create a brochure 
that tells about your services and provide it to the human resources 
department for new employees. If you are courting a new depart- 
ment, this type of ready reference is a good icebreaker. Consider 
creating a logo. Perhaps you can take the company logo and modify 
it to represent yourself. Make sure that you use this inter~ally. If 
you want to use it externally, check with your legal department 
first. I would also suggest that you package your information. For 
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example, we frequently con&xt research on tik drectse of a com- 
pany. We consume the data and present the biography iir, memo 
f o m  with a chart of the main details of the personB life. Our memo 
reads the same for ali directors. Vie start with wllere helshe is em- 
ployed and what boards helshe is on. Vie <?en cover hislher early 
years, hislher career, accon~lishnentsifailures, social activities, 
family, and hobbies. By staying consistent we make the prodxt 
more useful. This &so makes us look savvy. 
Politics is a very impor'ant part of bebeing successX. In order to 
be as  effecthie department, we must go beyond d a 2  cc&ction. We 
must customize our servkes dependi~g on who is requesting the 
information. This may seem time cocsuming, but it can be very 
vaPdab!e. You never know who wiii rernexber y o u  extra effm. For : 
instance, we keep an idiosynaasy iist by degartnent so we know 
what they w2nt when a regdar request comes :o us. This way if the 
manager of another department calk for his '~sual  package, we : 
know what the manage; wants and he feeis specid because we 
customize it for him. 
Acother i~pc r t an t  aspect of politics is understanding the chain 
of command. There are two versions of this poiiticai iadde:. The 
first hierarchy is the officiai reporting iist. The GEC followed by 
the COO, the vice presidents, the macagers, etc. The other List is 
who has the power to influence events. This isc't a3~ays  the top 
people. You should know 5ow both systems work and make sare One last piece of advice concerning po11cs is visibility. It is im- 
yon netw~rk with the right people. Speaking of friends, do not poFsnt that you as a manager are v e y  visibie the coqany.  
forget to f n d  a coupie of mentors. My definition of mentor is And no I don't mean standing around the water cooler. Find ways 
someone who is IE 2 position of influence, and who can assist of getting purseif invited to meetings. Vo'rurSeer for internal com- 
your department while it jockeys for position. in return you pro- migees. This part of yorrr job m y  5e very boring? but the gains are 
vide extra fast service and inside informagor: e o n  the gapevine substantial. Make ssure %at when oher sanagers see you they 
when deemed prudent. Always be careful when using the g a p -  think p;ofessior,alisn. Dress appropriately. Gonctdd yotrrself with 
vice, it can backfire. Aim, remember never to burn your bridges, class, bzt don't be aloof. Present yourseif as the expert. Take charge 
Enemies show up in 'lize worst piaces. of the !nternet/E-Conrmerce Revolution. By doing so yon ensure 
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your contimed existence LI the next century. Another influential area sncceed, the department must communicate effectively both inter- 
is traking. Volu~teer to train people on the Internet and e-mail. Yox nalIy and externally. The CI specialists must present themselves as 
get a c h a m  tc sell your services in between traking, you get to know experts and play politics efficiently enough to advance the depart- 
the p e r m  you are training, and you come across as the expert. ment goals. To succeed and grow in influence, the manager must 
graduate from Marketing 101. Take charge of your department by 
taking charge of your services. Provide more, pay attention to pre- 
sentation, and remember who can influence your career. Most of all 
Xuncing ari effective CI department requires time and commit- remember that attitude is everything. With the right attitude the CI 
ment. It goes beyond the skills of research and organization. 'To department can rule! & 
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Your great moment in business,. . 
it could happerr any;ime. it couid be the m m e n t  you ancover a 
market opportunity i?cbody knew existed. T ie  moment you 
apply new tschsoiogy that siashes produs deveicp-ent time. 
The moment yoi: discover an industry patter? that ieads 3 
profitable new ailiiinces. The moment yok conceive a briiilant 
investor relations canpaign. 
At Facyiva, we deiiver reievact news and business 
infoma:ior? t o  coipo;ate des~tops worldwide. 53 cur 
dents are aiways momen% away from tDek most insplri~g 
business decisio~s. 
F nd our rno:e. conta-i t j j  a: fartiva 
ompeti t ive 
-.*.:+$$$;$% 
. 
".,y ince 1995, when it graced the cover of many major cews and business 
.:.:.x.. 
.....\ .. ..
..:.:w>... .,:k :*w.5., .. magazines as the brave new technology on the block, the World Wide Web has 
..... :.:.:.+:.. 
.. ,. 
''33 swiftly formed the bedrock of delivery for business information. At Fuuld 61 && ... ,; $? 
....... .>. _. 
. ..:+. . Company, a Cambridge-based competitive intelligence (CI) consulting firm, to- 
day's internet atid web serve as essential tools that boost both the variety and amount of 
information we are able to uncover for our client-based research projects. 
As we all have experienced, the World Wide Web has changed evewhing in the past 
few years, offering desktop access to a diverse universe of free and low-cost information. 
While conventionzi fee-based online services migrate to the World Wide Web, they usually 
maintain their vake for breadth of coverage, journalistic objectivity and credibility. Howev- 
er, as a daily CI researcher, I am intrigued with those creative ways to mine the Internet for 
nuggets of gold-and. those occasional diamonds as well. 
This article centers on recent web arrivals and several search techniques that provide unique 
or higly valuable CI information. It will not cover traditionai online services that have migrated 
to the web. Nor WE it. cover the many well-known and usefd sites commonly used for CI and 
business research, including SEC (US. Securities and Exchange Commission) FJigs, Hoover's 
Online, general news sites, etc. I included these resources in a 1997 ONLAVE nagazine article, 
which provided a. introduction and broader overview of the ssbject. 
Helene ms l e r  is director Gf library and infomation services ai Fuld 6i. Company. She may 
be reached at hkmler@?Id. com or hkassler@hotmail.com. 
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At "id Q Company, oar inforxation pro- 
fession& kick off cur dient research 
projects with searches of the Internet and 
coraercik ocIice sewices to loate faces 
acd subject experts. In the second phase, oar 
research ansysts contact the sxbject e x p t s  
for xcre details, pazicdiariy information 
that never finds its way into print, Our net- 
sdrRng gelds vahabk dues such as con- 
t r a ~ ~  detaiis, equipment specifications, new 
faciiities, afliarices, xarketing strategies: n- 
search activities: expansion plans, piant ca- 
paci3, ccqorate stxcmres, cIient &ts, and 
'Lechnoiogical implemectatioc. We pemse 
patent arid trademark sites, Usenet disms- 
sisn goups, job postings, resuxes, govern- 
ment sites, company home pages, I m i  
press, ezines, trade pubiicatiocs, and much 
more. In addition, many employees receive 
daily ZrgeaD information a l e ~ s  from news 
ser1ces and. %dusty sources. 
9ne favorite iliustration of a gift from 
Cle Net revolved aroccd a dient-based re- 
search sP~dy of manufactzring acd teihnc- 
i og id  implementation in a beverage indus- 
try. I xncovered several vecdors ,fc, the rival 
xanufackmx by nsing a search engine to 
combine ti!e rjval's name along with the 
a rm client. One such vendor I located had a 
rich site for competitive icterrigence mining. 
They posted the rival's manufac2xing facii- 
ity as z "sxccess story" &h close-up pho- 
tos of the prod.uc'Lion lines. Their vJrite-xp 
also offered a vivid picture, detaiiing the 
quantity of beverage produced at th.e ske, 
- . .  
wmcn Iices they prodrrced, who ma&ac- 
fired the cardboard packages, and what 
was the lezding type of packaging. 
b$nkL3 
Th:s example displays a cmdal beqzest 
of t5e web: its a5iIiQ to direcly display 
business relationships. Before the VJorid 
Wide Web, when information professionals 
typically retrieved data from commerciaI ac- 
Iine serices, the infomaticn distrrixtlen 
was tig!itiy controEed. 
Altho~gi! dazbases incicded resources 
ranging from newspapers to anaiysts' re- 
pcrts9 the iion's share of that icformadon 
tracked back to company-derived informa- 
tior: suck as press releases, speedies, and 
annuai reports. 
Today, anarch-j reigns. VMe yonr ,corn- 
petitor may not want to reveal the vendors 
providing its data mining appl!ca',icns. the 
s~.pplying vendor may wen be spreading the 
word. Cist2brrtors for y o ~ r  rim! display 
P - p  &e iists. joict venkre partners ~ o s t  a n -  
tract de&iis. h d  fcrmer employees d:sclose 
research specifics iria pnbiicly ~ o s P d  re- 
s~mes .  The hpefdnks as we3 rezect rrnder- 
iying business relationship, clt~?iateiy lead- 
ing to more p a r ' d w s  posted 5y third par- 
*: 
~ e s .  It is woaderfdy surprishg the amount 
of information avazable abmt a c c q m y  at 
iocatkns other than at Its hone page. 
,y . ..' $+ * ..A t = : ,. ; < , jskig:: ", t:j;,..;:;;t.; \!$t7:>.;.;. 
As stasicg pcints, i often rely on several 
generai busicess or ovefiiew sites that 
zompiie "z~proved" iinks in one place. CEO 
E x ~ e s s  (h~:l/vfiw~.ceoexpressScom~ is a 
gem, sewing as a orestop g ~ d e  a mjrri- 
ad of business resources on the Internet. It 
iogicdy organizes most sajor dasses of 
resources including m e w ,  business and 
techolog~- magazines, government sites, 
intermtion& 3usiness resonrces, and corn- 
pacy research Gtes on a single page. Acd 
for intercations research, 3ct of the Erst 
sites I dick is fie versaSe Coqxrate In- 
formation (kEp:/l~~ww.cor;~oratei~f~rma- 
L. ::on.com), which !inks to a wide vz_rie?j of 
resources arranged by com'ly and r e o n .  
This site provides easy access to stock ex- 
&aeges, corporate directories, company 
profiles, governmerlt soxces of information, 
and other (mostly free) usefnl i n f o m a t h  
And if you are ever stumped fcr the debni- 
tioc of a compar,y incorporation designa- 
tioc, Qrn here as weil. 
who can s e x  as approachable subject ex- 
perts. FuChermore, by searching for a com- 
pany name dong with the terms co@rence 
znd speak,ka we have successfdiy identified 
research d e a s  Clrough PowerPoint presen- 
&tiom posted & conference sites. Make sure 
you unciersmd the functions md operation 
cf your chosen search exgines, (also see the 
search engine sidebar', especially wtomatic 
tmncation for plurals and :ik default opera- 
tor (md or 07;;. 
Another fascinzting search involves 
what I ca11 z "reverse link look-up", a hunt 
fgr hyper-iinks leading in to a company's 
home page. These iinks are signs of both 
off%$ acd unofficial relationships, Using 
this searck for a ciient's research project, I 
was able to identify government discount 
programs in which a competitor's minor 
subsidiary participated. The competitor's 
site itself made no mention of the discount 
programs. One of our research analysts 
then conkccteci government employees for 
more information about f i e  companies and 
their offeings. Two search engines allow 
this type of sezrch. At HotBot (http:/l 
www.ho%bot.zom), change the drop-down 
box from "all the words" to "'iinks to tiis 
URL". Then m e  in the entire web address: 
http://ww;v. Icompanyaddress3 corn. At P.1- 
tavista jh~p:/.l~~~w.aI~vis~.com) : type in: 
link:ht@://vww. c~mpany-5zddress. corn. 
A speciaiq search engine I particularly 
enjoy is the power search at Deja.com 
(http:/iwww.deja.comlf:ome~ps.shtmIj 
which continnaes to deliver unique data by 
indexing and searching Gsenet electronic 
discussi.on gorrps. Formerjy known as 
Dejs News, this service facilitates searches 
fcr job postings: job seekers, technicai dis- 
cussions, and, industry-specific news- 
groilps of interest. For o m  recent client: 
we sought %formtion about a competitor ir, 
the energy sector. A Ceja.com search on tile 
company's unusuai name disdosed informa- 
tion abozt information te6inologies in use 
and ediaastive historiczl details about piant 
operations posted by activist organizations. I 
have beea partic~lady lucky when looking 
for IT (information technology) irfrastmc- 
&re. %ken batTiig to get a3plicationslprod- 
uds woi:kkg praperly, IT professionals often 
request assisznce in these discussion 
gcups. in crder to receive help, they xust 
sped@ applicatkns or hardware in use! 
t u ~ i i l u . i n ~ o : m a l i o ~ ~ ~ I i ~ ~ k . ~ ~ m  
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News is now sc ubiquitous on the web, 
it's difficult to avoid. However, I do want 
to hig%light the nervs source essential to C1 
research and unic,ue!y interested in your 
competitor: the hoxetown press. Small 
stories may fall beiow the radar of national 
periodicals, but they are food for the daily 
local press. Hometown companies contrib- 
ute to the local econorriy, employ local 
readers, and nay  also pay for advertising. 
Therefore, the hometown newspaper 
serves as a treasure trove of news items 
large and smaU sbout native companies 
equally large and small. 
The web can offer easy and lowlno-cost 
access to this essential nformation. Ameri- 
can City Business jou:nals (htcp:/lww.am- 
city c o ~ J )  is a prize indeed, with one search- 
able icterface and free archves for forty-one 
business newspapers across f ie counuy. 
This resource recently provided a helpfui 
hint at company growth 5xou& a news tid- 
bit abost a company seeking, new office 
space. Itvo o t i k  valuable sites link tc far 
more newspapers around Lie worId, but con- 
tent, price, la?g~age, t ~ d  ease-of-use vary 
frorri site to site, becawe each paper controls 
i's om web content. American journalism 
Review's Kewsiink (hp:/Ia~.newslirLkLkor9/ 
news.htnl) and Editor and PLlbiisher Interac- 
tive (http://eme&al .rnediainfo.com/emediat) 
connect to thousaids of periodicals (dong 
wXi radio and tdevisicn stations), whicii you 
view sorted by location or periodicai type. 
*... , j ; ' ~  pI,i:a: i> , ;.:a;- ~ 
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The nwiad or" employment- and career- 
based Internet sites can be rich resources for 
competitor infor~ation. Job postings can re- 
veal details about a cornpetitox's technologi- 
c d  use, strategy, research focus, and even 
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expansion plans. In 1997, we were seeking 
the web-based IT infrastxictcre being devel- 
oped for a Ananciai sexices firm. A search 
at Monsterboard (h~://~wfiti.moi~sterbczd. 
cox) showed nearly cne-hundred relevant 
job poskgs, displaying the hzrdware and 
s o h a r e  for easy viewing. Today, numerous 
Internet sites post jcbs, including competi- 
tors' home pages, association web sizs: and 
weer  and headhuntkg web sites. Yahoo: 
eagloyxect coGection (h~p:/idir.yahoo.co~J 
3usiness-anbEconomy/Emp1oyment!Jobs/) 
offers links to xany of the commerciai meer 
and job web sites. &so, a. q i ck  search via 
Deja,comls power page (hzp://wrlrvv.deja. 
co~Jhome-ps.sh'i&~ may uncover jcbs post- 
ed to 2chdogy-  or industry-specific br'senb 
goups. Search the company naxe pIus the 
terms J g E  or p~sition. You can also use Ca- 
reerPath (http://ne~v~mree~ath.co~J) to ic- 
mte jcb ads from neariy cinety U.S. (acd 
oce U.K.) newspapers for fne arrent and 
past week. 
In f i e  reverse direction, resumes posted 
on the net by current and forxer employees 
can sixilariy reveai a company's research 
focus or technologies in use. Combine tile 
company name plus the term rksumk. Be 
aware that this search jiieicis both r6sumt.s 
and job postkgs (those that request a re- 
sume be szbmitted to the named company) . 
2-. :.- + i ; .  '"'--...? - 
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Patent and trademzk knotvleage offers 
vabb ie  eady warning for a competitor's h- 
ture dkection. Today, your ccmpetitcrs x e  
patenting and n a z k g  the technciogies, 
prodbzcts and services they wi3 be marketing 
in just a few years. Two familiar web sites 
offer free fuIi text databases of U.5, pat- 
ents dating back to 1974. The Iatel!ectuaI 
"operty Network from iBM (http:/J 
~iww.pater,ts.ibm.ccm/) includes patects 
from the original USPTO. (United States 
Patent and Trademark Crffice; database 
(httpt/lv~w.uspto.gov). Both offer f-dtext 
patents and images of 5 , s .  patects. The 
IBM site now also offers a single interface 
to search patents pirrs patent documents 
from Europe, japan pius the W ~ d d  Inte'iiec- 
+I d - Property Office, !n addition, you can 
access a variety of intercatioeai patent re- 
sources via the European Patent Office site 
(http:/lwwv7.european-patent-affice.org/ 
espscenetlinf~laccess~htm) . 
mi ;ae most usefa! search is for a competi- 
'Lor's name in Lie assignee AeId, as a2 in- 
vention is typically assigxd to the employ- 
er (i.e., yo= competitor). %r a i x e :  corn- 
p a y  wiG7 couc8ess patents, you may want 
to inciude several kc9 terms in Cie abstract 
or title field. This sezrcl~ aids with a rmgh 
assessment of a competitor's patent focus. 
Simila.rIy, resezcking a competitor's 
3ew cmkma&s at the USm $ ~ p : i l  
n~~r~a.usptc.govP~eb/menu/tm.htmi caa 
z1ez you to prc&ncts or sewices in the pipe- 
line. A tradenark granted by the USPTd 
awards < ~ e  applying coxpany (or person; 
exclusive rights to a word, plxase, symboi 
or des ig~  for commercial use-in essence, 
identifying a brand. However; there are sev- 
era! caveats. Mot $1 brands are trade- 
mafkxL The web database can have a long 
time Iag. And, as a. federal database: ";s 
does not incl-~de other trademariis such as 
t5ose awarded from a sz te  c?: a foreign 
goverernment. Do hire a professional patent 
searcher or pcbiic recor~ retrieval service 
v~hen kg&, Bcancial or intellecPa.1 properzy 
:ights x e  at sake: The financial and leg& 
risks are considera5ie. 
,a- . . g"e;xinc j-.ier; 
Wh;& the wide range an6 prompt d e b  
. n  
ery of Net-based irrfxma'lioa is a Q I ~ ,  2 
also caa ~roCuce information gin',. ForP- 
nately, a vwieq of sierticg sewices and 
currect awareness toois can help nanage 
this info:rIation p,rerkd, identi3 m u s ~ a ;  
^ ,.+: ~ s  and automace routine s e a r c h  as 
we;. F x  he$ chooskg a traditiocai EWS 
aIezing service, see Editor Xobert Berk- 
man's two-pal< xeview in lnfomatim A&'- 
ssr. The web has zIso produced a new crop 
of uc~stia'; services tkar 1,dl aieE you whe!: 
we3 pages change o. a competitor ~ k e s  a 
varie3 of ac';ioes ('ivhich are 5x2 reported 
on the web). To examine severa: of t h e  
services in de td ,  see Greg Nctess' article in 
CVJLitJE rnagazinc. 
One of t k  most remarka'ole sedices is 
offered by Cornpay Sleuth f;,http:/J 
v~w.com~acysle~thhcom~,  wkich gathers 
free cornpay ?/information from numerous 
n "  ,. Interne; sites. isken aew bses  or f3:orma- 
tion ahout zrgs';ed companies hit the dec- 
trr ,:"nit highway, Company Sleuth notZes ycx 
~dfa emaii (with hy~erlinks back to the Com- 
pany SIeuCi site for nore informascrr). This 
free service aIe& you when your rivals (cur- 
rently limited to U.S. pubiic companies) sub- 
mit SEC iiags, receive patent or trademark 
approvals, past jobs, register domain names, 
or release news stories. By collecting data 
from multi~le sites: Company S1el;th can 
consolidate t ixe-cons~rd~~g routine we3 
seariling wit!! cine xdtomtic, free alert. 
Other se~rices can monitor specific com- 
petitors' web pages aad alert you to new SEC 
fcings, news mnouccements, trade show 
exhibitions, job posdngs, executive speech- 
es, and prodsct iaurrches, Moreover, relying 
on simple news pnbiication alertiig services 
m y  not rezieve job advertisements, posted 
speeiles or an array of useful facts. 3vo 
such free serrizes, Mind-It froin NetMind 
(hznp://vnwVWne~~ind.ccm) and javEiink 
(I',ttp:/Pm~.ja.~eIink.c0mjcat2mainht, 
will monitor pzges you specifj: including job 
sites, associaCioion sites, or government agen- 
cies r egdlating your industiy. 
More expansive alerting services will 
watch the web as a whole, regulafiy search 
on your specified terns and then notify you 
vhen new results appear in the web world. 
One suc3 service, Informxit from Dartmouth 
College (hq~:llinformant, dartmouth.edu) 
relies on. Ait9Vistas Excite, Infoseek, and iy- 
cos to wit& Cce web while you perform 
nsre signifimt activities. TracerLock (hnp:/ 
/peace:efire.crg/tracerlock) nses the MtaVista 
search engine. And Northern Light (http:/i 
w w . n o r t h e ~ ~ l i g h t t ~ ~ m ~  now features an 
alerting sevice that will noti3 you of new or 
~ i ~ d i f i e b  i n s  on the w& or in the Worth- 
ern Light specid coZection. Web and recent 
wire service stories are free, while special 
coilecion doc~.xents iscnr :he usual costs. 
y'L : ; -. z' : p-< ?.< .:J j 
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In our gowing global economy, cotqa- 
nies freq~endy spar with overseas rivals, 
thus feeding the need for international infor- 
mation. Fortmatel'', the past two years has 
also seen an explosive growth in low-cost 
there can be red rev~ards in exploring off- ' a free web-based service offering rudimen- 
shore web sites. in many cases, overseas tary trandations of English text, to and from 
sites reveai differel% information from French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Por- 
those on the U.S. shores. tuguese. Several of our research pr~jects 
Several of om research projects have - have benefited from basic translations of 
benefited from the increasingly global Inter- news articles, company home pages, and 
net. For a high-tech. client, we located. a vol- job postings. 
ume discount list for products offered in Eu- The EIectronic Embassy (http:l/wwur. 
rope by a competitor's distributor. And for a embassyorg) offers an excellent example of 
direct marketiig dient, a rival's overseas vdue derived from unexpected resources. 
web site announce6 expansion plans in pre- : This aggregate web site, formed by the for- 
viously untapped geographic regions. eign embassies of Washington, D.C., offers 
Wide the glcbalization of the Internet links to embassy and country web sites 
opens up a welcomed and rich resource, it (when zvailable). In turn, these sites often 
is understandably a polyglot database, with hyperlink directly to informative resources 
ncn-English web pages accounting for within the respective nation, including news 
much of the web's growth over the past few sites, coinpmy directories, trade information, 
years. To help tame this growing tower of government resources, and economic data. 
Babel, AltaVista fea,t;~res Babel Fish @ttp:// ' For iatemational research, consider uti- 
babelfish.altavista.zcm/cgi-binltranslate, lizing the many nation- and region-specific 
global ir:f:formacim on the Net. An array of 
internation2 web sires help provide vital 
ciues for cur client-based research projects, 
induding counry and region-specific direc- 
tories, news lsesrxces, non-US. search en- 
pines. ktcck exchanges, embassies, and 
translation services, Whea exploring foreign 
subsidiaries of G.S. companies or visa versa. 
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search engines arid drecto&s, Sometimes, a? prwide vaiarabk inhstry acd corxpalny Ilnrernet sites and senlice arise, die, m d  
these sites can ioczte web pages misseC by iafomaicc. Associzticn web sites a n  k- morph at the speed of eiectrczs, rxaking i: 
cur North American and Englsk-centric dude mesber Iists: sews stories, issue analy- d ~ i c : ~ i t  to keep currect. 
search engines. §isi s~t i s2cs  =d iinks to other Lqdnszy sites. At Fuid, we s:g. use commerciai oniine 
sewices (5321 In~exet-Szsed and dial-up) 
i y7 - ; >.a ;- . .' . . :  < . ; $ $ r . , * .  r.?:SP?: f- ?, ,.-. -+ ., -. , . , 
=-, . . . . .Yl i . r e  .-C . . i.d ,;,. .,; : > id e: ; ; : .:,j'c: and snreiy wiii for a good time t3 ems. 
,..- . Don't ovpiook ";e basics. ?heress no 'i ;.; ':. i 'j :;; c.3 r; 2;;: ;$ Ed&w&&£ss, the h f e : ~ e t  §ewes 2 vital I& 
place like a ccampet?oris home page for 2nd- To 'oxthe: explore &e fieil, of Ci, visit Cie 12 our research. hr,d zs ar, informatior: ?KO- 
hg vdid and valued information on Lie In- SCIP (Tke Soziely of CompetSve icteiligence fessiond bcused or: corqetitive iEtelii- 
ternet. Go beyond &e news 33d SEC 5 h g s  ProfessionZis) site (http:ll~vw~~scip.org). Zt gence, I kcow x y  future wil'! indade gath- 
to look for execctive Siogaphies, speeches, feaares electronic discussion gotips, an ex- e&g &e >its acd bytes ca  tke byways of 
job posticgs, orgachatiocai charts, pianned pert;/speaker database, publications, evefits the information Zghway 
confererce exhi:kits/aEenOam, and p r o d u c t c d e n d a ~ ~  job postings, advice fornm, acd 
specifications. You may even hck orrl a d  informa2.on abcnt the organization. 
r .T  : : : Ussler, Helene S. "Ivlici~g tk.e Internet for 
L 2 
End audio or video ?k of $CED speech3 or F!dd & iompazy ((izZp://~wu.fuld.com) Co=p&ive lnt&gexe: m ~ v  to '&a& 2nd Sift 
prese3Bticns to W g  Street ar,dys& at ffie aisc eqjgres the process a n i  offers a for Golden N - ~ g e s , "  DJLIlc", 21, KO. 5 (Sep- 
iiwestor relations' area. co;ection of helpful resorrrces including ail E&er:erioctobe: 1997;: pp. 34-45, 3; Berk~ac,  K&e% "Co~pzring News &ert Homepages a h  democstrate the web's expert foram, k k s  to externd resources, Services-Part I ,  " The in fomaiion A&iis~i; I 1 , f~ndmental  vdze ss a d-dd-purpose &a- and a g&de to S O ~ J ~ R  appiicabie to Ci. NO. IC (ombe: 1999). 
3ase and advertiskg medium. For the f ist  is] Serkmn, Robe?;. "C~sosing z Busi~ess 
;;,7: .-..<- * p d ,  ;ese&rc-e:s ~ r ,  icate both t eg  ~3,ld irfi- , ! !-, k;: ,3 $ ?: 2 Niivs h ~ e %  Senke-TJaE 2," .@e l@mazkw 
awareness of thek seif-projected iraage. or t r ~ s w o z h y  resource. We always verify 3~Ee t , "  infomalion ~ut iook ,  3 ~ c .  5 ( ~ z y  
Also expion gade association sites, which information we 5cd on the net. Moreovel-, 1999): ??. 19-22. & 
Globalization has come to be seen as a profitable and successful strategy that has ar- 
rived for all types of companies, not just the vast multinationals that have been much criti- 
cized for their use and abuse of corporate global reach and power. The challenge to busi- 
ness information professionals who are required to research a competitor company with 
global interests should not be underestimated. This article looks at the issues involved in 
conducting this research in a definitive way. 
A decade ago, globalization was a term mainly used to describe tne activities of invest- 
ment banks integrating their securities trading activities across financial centres and time 
zones around tine world. Very few industrial companies could then be s a d  to be truly global 
in participation across broad or niche markets. Globalization is not a cew concept, but in 
today's terms it represents a radical change in international business. 
Multinationd companies have operated a very specific type of international activity since 
the end of WWII ir;, 1945, developing organically and typicaZy controlling foreign operations 
from a strong central base in the home country. The research requirements for multinational 
expansion overseas were achieved on the ground by a range of company executives, by what 
is understood today to be primary research. The very terms used; "foreign" and "overseas" 
were highly representative of the nature and attitude of the international bnsiness conducted 
by these frrms. These rat3er old-fashioned terms have been replaced by "cross border" and 
"global" in the vocabulary of companies diversifying internationally. 
S'via James has been working as a management consultant speei'aiinng in business infor- 
mation since 1988. She mig be reached at 44-1444-452871 in England, UK, 
One other significant difference is evident. Global reach today 
often is tied in wit5 assessing and achieving merger and acquisi- 
tior, opportunities alongside the assessment of c o ~ ~ p e ~ t o r s .  Compa- 
cies can co longer afford the inxnry of deveielopkg i~e~nat iona1 
bcsiness slowiy and organicaEy and prefer to buy successfi~! com- 
panies in cocntries as they expnd. 
As companies move into aoss  border opportunities invoked in 
globalization, the need to cond~ct definitive business research, 
the secondary research, particdarly competitive intelligence, in a 
gIobal context becomes essential for fccher strccess. This process 
can be complex and time consuming and is certainly ongoing. 
Many companies who are confident and familiar with the methods 
and practices of competitive intelligence in their domestic or bca! 
region& markets may find the requirement to extecd t3eir re- 
search into the global arena very difficnit to accomplish in any 
structured way. Understanding the and applying data that can 
now be colIected from unfamiliar, numerous and disparate pac re- 
gional and country pilblished soxrces is very complex. 
Effective global company research can be done best by the 
systematic and knowiedgeable coilection and interpretation of 
information from the multiple sources using all the skills and ex- 
pertise of the special Librariac. The internet has made many p u b  
lished sources more accessible, bet rrsing the internet as the 
m i n  access point particnlariy requires this disciplined and sax- 
'Lured approach 
An approach is suggested covericg four main <?ems that can 
be used as a whole in ongoing complex cross border competitive 
intelligence projects. It is also possibk to take eiemects of the 
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themes to research incividuai companies on a saperficid or de- 
tailed basis. Whzt is important is :he underst;m&ng and ability to 
researcb and. investigate any poss~~ii;iies where un:~sual data 
might 5e located. 
TD & e rn
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Organizing Cie global company research/project ic a systematic 
way in f o x  main areas: 
cornpay identification; the ongoing identiEcaiion of coxpet!- 
tors from Qe development of the g!obai mzrket, especiaily the 
zwareness of new and mexpected competition. All internation- 
ai competitive inteIfigence needs to have a ciex cut method of 
coxpany identification. 
detailed individud company resex& to a definitive standard 
with 2te inc';usion of new research topics acd aspects of com- 
petitor activity, esyecidy tacking 5ie global strategy of the 
company 
positioning global company research $ox the home company 
viewpoint: global strategy wiil wry depending on the iocL?tion 
of the holding company and needs to be assessed. 
defining the scde of t5e researC;i by establishkg the ac%d do-  
bal stmctnre and ownership of the competitor compny and its 
subsidiaries; ac  area that may taxe some time and effort to es- 
2blish; chis is also an area where assumkg that the company 
website is accurate and complete aa all aspects of international 
activities can be v e g  misieading. 
MEWAC, inc. ' Technoiogy Drive Tolland, CT CEC84-3900 
Fhcne. 860-872-70CG Fax: 860-875-1749 E-mail: info@nerzc.com 
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The importance of the overail giobd view ic this type of compa- 
ny research; an appreciation of main drivers of cross border busi- 
ness and the a-bibility to research fiie broad pic?xe as it affects the 
global competitor. 
In developing competitive i~teiligence services &ere is a need 
to understan6 and ictegrate these macro level factors into any 
system as they may provide good perspective into the ucder- 
standing of the global stractare of any group of companies in a 
global market or the individual competitor company. b'cder- 
stanCing the means used to achieve giobai ssucess shouId 3e the 
first aspects of data coilected on the competitor and shouid be 
regularly monitored. The mechanics will include collecting data 
on the main changes t h t  have doxlinated giobalizatioe over the 
last ten years: 
The collapse of Commurkm the move from command to 
market drfven economies at both country and regional level 
along with the privatization of sa te  owned enterprises. Com- 
petitor companies emerging from countries where privatization 
programmes have been extensive need to be tracked, as well 
as the actWLies of known convention2 competitors in acquir- 
ing interests from privatizztioc that may affect their competi- 
tive position ir, a country or region. 
The move away from organic gr07& to growth 3y mergers and 
scqaisitions require ex~ertise in trackiag deals, and other part- 
nerships as well as mmonred alliances. An appreciation of the 
ievels of concentrations or monop1y legally ailowed ic regions 
and countries is &so inportant. 
formation of major regiocal eccnomk and trading groups 
and the developme~t of cormoc corporate trading iegislatioc 
and practices wit%? these groups and how this affects t5e 
competitor activities in these regions. 
i / i ,  S~urcjna Gicbai C~mpa~qy 
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The actad sources required to co~duct ghbai competitive inrezi- 
gence are identification, access, searchicg, and disseminatior, 
Scope of the "giobai" sources sold commerciaiiy; assessment of 
the t x e  giobd contezt of tke conpa3.y iirzformation sexices 
Pan-region2 searching; identifying and ~Etibutiag data to of% 
cia1 and comxercid ssources 
Counzy level searching w i 5  kcai region2 ievel somces; 1dxn 
to use t h e  sources to give added depcl to research. 
Integrating results 2oxl various formats and source ty.?es 
0 Identifying gaps and partial resuits; knowing where cs pub- 
lished data wiii be avairabk on certain topics ir, c e r ~ i n  regions 
or countries 
Ealancing source types in z cost and time effective system 
Collecting and assessing the arid relevance to the particalar 
gobai cox.petitors behg researched asiig t k n e s  one thro-~ugh three. 
Identifying companies operating ir; broad or namw indzstrid 
s e a m  globally; pblerns  and p;actimlities of creaticg acm- 
rzte selections 
* Topics that need to be researched 63 each company chosen 
from a set of possible searckes; which aspects need to be re@- 
iarly monitored 
6 Probiexs of stacdardization of dz:~  taken from mariy for- 
nats, lacpages and systems, how to use it and present it 
within the project 
To whatever level globd con:etitive reseaxi., is doce, it is much 
more complex 'li?ari pan-regional or .six@ country coverage and 
shouid be approzci7.ed in a much broader CQII~X'L, 
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1. Unrivaied networking opportunities, bringing you into contact with colieagues 
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the information expert's professional knowledge; 
I . ~ h o ' s  Who in Special Libraries, SLA's annual membership directory, now 
available In print and electronic format, and connecting you to other information 
prafessionais with the turn of a page or a click of your mouse; 
,, SLA's Annual Conference, bringing together thousands o f  information 
professionals and hundreds of vendors for five days of learning and knowledge 
sfiarhg; 
9. Keep abreast of current issues and hot topics affecting you and the rest of 
the inforrnxtion profession; 
, S i A ' s  dynamic Public Communications department, educating the public 
regarding the role of the information professional and promoting the value of 
the professiorn. 
Ir, September 1999, the U.S. Court e i  AppeSs for Sec- : an anthc: a g m s  to have tize work published zs a part of 
cnd Ci:mit ove~xled &e T'sIn:' decision discussed in ~e a journaI issue, he or she still r e a k s  cs,izer :i&ts not 
S e p t e x k  1999 coiumn. In 3 major tipset for pubkhers specificdiy transfernd. The $tame fu9her states that 
such as the New Yor-4 2mes, flc~sdcg; and &c., the absent a transfer of c~~yrigii:: th:: p~kIisher has the 
Second Circuit held C?at wken an a6ck from a journal is- priviiege ocly to "reproduce acC Cistri'onte &he contribn- 
sue is Incorporated in63 zn electrocic database or 33- tion as part of that collective work, any revision of %at 
E M  product, the plrblisher of t5e origicai j'oum$ does ~coEectiv:: work, and any Iakr collective work in &e same 
not vm the copyrig& in the ind.ividud aartkle.' series." The district couz foznC t3at inchcling fnese art-  
&s in 2 ?j~r&.?art. c ! 
.? 0 -  
specEpdiy t m & z - e d  to 
When freelance writers signed agreements Wif-h pub- tke andkc3 in tkis instance: plrbliskers cf the cozective 
Iishe:~ to indude their adicies ic icuxai or newspaper is- works did not have the rights " ~ c  grant to LC&-Sexis and 
sues, rey~biica5on in an electrocic &%base was not 'L'Ml to incks.de the ~%.cies in their dazbases ~hritkclrt per- 
mentioned in the agreements. sission of Cqe author. Thus: when p~bblishers negotiated 
The district csnd had heid feat pubiisizers did have wit5 the d a ~ b a s e  ownersl it attempted ta iicense rights i'; 
C?e right to contract For rey~bliation of artides their did not awn. 
journd issxes without fzrther campe~sa~ion to the Zven if ffie cotirt hzd 3eX that puZishers did have C?e 
freeiaxe writer. rigits and zcuid agree to incwprat3x of their works ia 
As disassed in <?e earlier column, 57.e decision tc the database, it disagreed tkat it could have done so as 
. .s . &r,sed on a technical intep-e~tior, of 5 Z C i  (c) of tkx a permisslsie revision of the cop*@ted work. In co way 
C~pyigllilt Act. The district court held tlza', &hougk k&- is indnsion in a da';abase a revision of the original coliec- 
viduzl mthors own the  copy@^^ in Ckir conzibutions: tive work. ';a.zcrporation of C?e zrticie into 2,r dectroric 
For more infort?!kx, the o m e r  of the copright in a coUecte work, s ~ c k  as a dazbase compietdy changes the ckar2cter of the work. 
contact jo:arr:ai issue, could incbde Lie ar5&s from that jcurnai For example, even if aE the ~r t ides  in a journal issne go 
Laura CWJ?Q~~ issue in a third party eIectronic database (spedfrc&@ into the database, the formatting, advertiskg, order of 
@iwa~m.siq@inc.&j. Leas-Kexis and rjMl's X e - i  York 3mes GnDisk;. When the azicie, etc., is completeIy changed, A new cdiective 
work, the database, may be created, but it 
is not a revision cf the original work. 
Publishers argued that electronic data- 
bases are the rrioderri equivalent of micro- 
filming journal issues, but the court dis- 
agreed. t'clike t i le microfdming situation, 
the publishers of the database do nothing 
to retain the zopyrightable characteristics of 
the journal issrles such as selection, coordi- 
nation, and arrangement, If the databases 
at issue had been simply a compilation of 
journal issues so that they appeared as 
scanned images that reproduce the pages of 
the journal and continue to look iike the 
journal issue, the resulr may have been dif- 
ferent. Eut this was not the situation in ei- 
ther cf t!?e databases at issue. 
In rerrcspect this is not a surprising de- 
cision. The Copyright Act of 1976 is often 
touted as an "author friendly" statute, and 
one of the rnany examples of its author- 
cemcity is found in the reservation of all 
rights to the axthor not specifically trans- 
ferred. Permiz~ng publishers to license jour- 
nal issues to database pblisher without 
firrther compensation to authors certainly 
would be contrary to the author friendliness 
of che Act. 
Now, publishers routinely include the 
grant of electroriic rights in their agree- 
ments with mttors, so prospectively, this is 
not like!y tc be a problem. What remains 
problematic are articles produced by 
freelancers frorrorr: 1978 to 1999. This deci- 
sion cerainly will benefit freelance writers 
if publishers r!ow go back to each author 
w3ose articles are included in the databases 
and negotiate for the rights to digitize the 
article a-zd incorporate it into the database. 
On the other hand, it may prove too costly 
for publishers to take this step and they 
could sirn$y decide to delete from the data- 
base articles by freelance writers. Ther, it 
To librarians at the thousands of 
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would allpea. that no one wins, not the au- it will. The only effect on asers of these ser- rights in previously published 
thor, not the publisher, not the public. vices could be higher prices to compensate The PRC collects license fees and redis- 
In fact, kere is spec:jlation that rather for the increased efforts to pay royalties di- tributes the royalties to individual writers. 
than solving p3dems, this decision will ac- rectly to authors. The PRC works in a similar fashion to the 
tually fuel the fire for f u ~ h e r  disagreement In 1996 the KationaI Writers Union es- Copyright Ckarance Center, but it is not yet 
between pub5shers and writers in light of tabfished the Publication Rights Clearing- so well established. 
the new opportmities for publication pre- house so that tizose who reproduce and dis- The publishers have filed for a rehearing 
sented b,y the In~ernet. tribute articles in which the copyright is en banc before the Second Circuit which is 
What are the likeiy effects on libraries? heId by the individual author have an easy required before appealing to the US. Su- 
Will this change the royalty payment prac- mechanism to identi& the owner and pay preme Court. 
t i c s  of document delivery services? Cou- royalties due. Writers give PRC permission 192 F.3d 356 (2d Cir. 1999). 
pled with the CarlUncove: decision, perhaps to act as their agents in licensing secondary 23 http:lJwww.nwu.orgllprcaSout.htm &# 
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SiAs Qricina -, Strategy 
Members often ask hcv~ the prices for %A's pro&dcts 
ami services are determhed. As might be expected, price is 
o x  of the most effective marketing tools an organization 
has to promote a product or service. Price conveys an im- 
age of the org=ization, affecs demar:d, and can be a tool 
for competitive a ~ d  target market segmctatioc. A i ~ e k l -  
Iy designed pricing strategy enables an orgmizatior, to re- 
spond to various Sils2:ess conditions and opportunities. 
Eow are SLA products and services priced? f i e  s%ff 
uses a stxct;~:ed pricing strategy fcr each of its p d u c t s  
and sevices. The pricing strategy incorporates the ncticn 
that price should be based on 'l?e value of the product or 
service to the customer. "icing falls directly Iyil: Iine with 
&e association's overail goals as esta5Eshed by :he 
Board of Directors, Finance Committee, and management. 
If the price does not generate ',ize desired or necessary 
bottom line, then changes must be made or the product 
Iine discontinued. The bottom iine is p i t e  often in h e  
red which m a n s  tha: the pricing strategy for 3Cier prod- 
ucts a ~ d  services m s t  accomodate the "in red" activities. 
Tke first step in selecting the p q e r  pricing strategy is 
to determine the cbjective(s) ,For the product or service. 
AI! individual product or service may have more than one 
objective and the  objective!^) will most likely change over 
time dependhg on the prodnct iife q d e .  For example, ',i?e 
objective of a new prodnct may be to build marker share 
or to provide a member service. As t??e product matures, 
the objective may change to use tkie pro&dct or sert6ce to 
amact nev7 members. 
The next step is 'Ls choose Ck appropriate pricing 
strategy. Pricirig strategies generacy z k e  on C?ree forms: 
profit margin (a specific net profit percentage or profit 
maximization); sales oriented (a specific dollar or unit 
sales growth, regardless of profit percenzge or vaiue); or 
s taks  qao (match the competition an2 not "rock t2e 
boat"). There are also aumeroxs prici~g considerations in 
addition to the basic price of the product or se-ice: mem- 
ber versus non-member pricing goup discouns, voI:~;ae 
discounts, the competiticn, ar,d cost ailocations. 
The staff a h  considers the product life cyde and tke 
arget market. There are four stages of the product Iife 
cycle: ( 5 )  Introductory: due to the high cost of research 
and deveicpment, initiai prices are usudly high. This is 
Far more injbmation consistest with the consumer who is PypicaCiy wining to 
cont~ct spend more for something new and innovative. The op- 
Richard V/allace posite approack may be considered by pridcg the produce 
rc~a1lace@aestalqBcom at break-even or at a 1oss to build market share; (2; 
Growh: tke competitio~? enters t%e market and price is 
0fte2 dictated by the competition; (3) Mat~rity: the price 
is nsuaily well estzblished and wiii remain constant; and 
(4) Dedine: the price is set below market to get as maciz 
of 21e product sold as pssiSle. 
The target market is the group of members o: custcm- 
ers that have a demacd for the product or service. In de- 
Bning the market, consideratio2 is given to who a&daEy 
makes the purchase decision, .who wig have an iinfiuence 
on that decision, and who wiii decide when and where tc 
buy the prcd:~ct or service {initiaiiy m d  on a re@ basis, 
if applicable) , 
Once tke pricing strategy is determined, staff exam- 
ines the pricing strateg iYithh tke fcilowing parameters: 
(1) Does the str~tegy define means for achieving L?e ob- 
jectives set? (2 )  Is 'lie strategy consistent with the politi- 
cal envkxment w2hin C?e associatior,? (3) Is Cle ;tp- 
prais3.i of the competition open-~inded and honest? (4) 
8ave dzrnative strategies been <3orougkly exambed? 
Once the pric3:g strategy is validated, staff lnses pricing 
spreadsheets 2nd templates tc assist in prediL%qg the effects 
of chmges in costs and sdes levels. One of the keys to sw- 
cessful pri.chg is knewing what y-su wmt to do, acmrately 
estixatikg the costs to do it, ad de%n&.ing how it will be 
?aid fcr zxd how m ~ c h  reveme ?will generate. By consis- 
tently reviewing resdis, h t e r i ~  pricing ad;ustments can be 
more ezsily detemied. Z?e staff Lxoprates both d i e 6  
and indired costs kto :he prick5 stmCzre cf each poduct 
and service to acc~rateiy reflect t;?e "boFam LW of each. 
The pricing strategy at SLA is based or, the corporate 
model and is a &tic& ccompcner,t of the long-terx Znan- 
cia: heaifl cf the association. Accurately bzsed prices as- 
sist in prwiding cost-effective products, services, and 
membership dues, and in providing superior service to & the member base. 
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information increasingly forms the basis of 
cotyetiti-x advantage, and organizatdom 
must expIici:ly artic~iate and deflne the role 
information will piay in Gie design and execn- 
tion of their competitive strategies. Business 
witers have been extollkg the emergence of 
an information- based economy for many 
years. However, to date, few organkaticns 
have tmly integrated information into their 
strategies and planning processes in a sub- 
stantive way. Your organizatioe has the op- 
portunity to obtah siwtczinabk comgetiaa~e 
ad~antqpe by integrathg information into me 
strategies and value chain of the corporz.t.:ion. 
Globdization has come 10 be seen as 2 
profitable and successPal stratitea that has ar- 
rived for dil types of corqanies, not just t i e  
vast multinationds that have been much criti- 
cized for their use and abuse of corporate glo- 
bal reach and power. Xle chdienge to busi- 
ness infomation professionals who ax  re- 
quired to resezch a competitor co;;lpzr?.y wiL? 
global interests should cot be underesthated. 
This agicle looks at the issues involved irl 
condnctir,g this research in a defmitive way. 
Since 1995. when it graced the caver of 
many major news and basiness xagazines as 
Lie brave new techcoIog on the biock, Gie 
Wodd Wide Web has s#ift!y formed the bed- 
rock of delivery for business information. As 
we ali have experienced, the World Wide Web 
has changed everything in the past few years, 
offering desktop access to a diverse universe 
of free and low- cost information. tvE,ile ccn- 
ventiond Re-based odhe services migate 'Lo 
the World Wide Web, they usxaZy mair~tair: 
their value for breadth of coverage, j'ourndis- 
tic objectivity and credibility. 
This article centers on recent web arrivais 
and several sezch techniques that provide 
unique or highly valuable CI infomnratkx. 
Conme Pinformation est de phis en plus la Cadz vez mas, ia infornacicic forma ia 
fondztion sur Iaquelle repose I 'amtage c o ~ -  base de la ventaja co~qetidorz, y-Izs orga- 
curre,gtiel, ies organisms doivent aeicuier et nizaciones tienen qxe adcula: y oeficir ex- 
d 6 f ?  d'une manihe ex$icite le r61e qu'elle plic?aaente ei papel qae desexpe5ark Ia in- 
jouen dam Is conception et I'edcution de Ieur formacihn en el disefio y ia ejecad6n de sus 
stratkgie concunentielle. Depuk de nombrms- estrstkgias cornpetidoras. Hace mchos  afios 
es mnkes, les journalistes spCci&Cs dans Ies que ios esaitores comerciaies alabzn !a apar- 
affakes or,t chaqte IES loumges de i'hergence ici6n de una economia basada ec iefonr:acibc. 
d'une Ccononie hsCe sur Pinfarmation. Toute- Sir, erdargo, has% akicra, pocas organiza- 
%is, 2 I'heure zctcreEe, Feu 2organismes on', dones han de verdad integrado la informacih 
v6ritz5Ienent intkgrk Firfom~tion dam Lurs a ssus estratkgias y procescs de planidcacihn 
processus de stratkgie et de $anification. IJoee de m a  manera sust&n:iva. Su orgacizaci6n 
organisme a I'occasion d'obtenir ue  avik7tage tiene ia oportunidad de ccnsepir uca ventaja 
concurrentid durable en ktCgant i'infcrmation competidora sostecibie, iategrmdo ia hfor- 
a m  strztkgies et aux vdeurs. maci6n a ias estraf&ias y 2 10s vzlores en 
cadena de ia conporaci6n. 
j-"cjnt focai , i{f.iiif 2 conci;fi-ence 
r:3F.-.fl, . 2 :.ra\yers ie ,qonde ;, ~7 kteiicsnci. ., 
par SyM8 James ccryririi;z c'zbai - 
p r  Sylvia barnee 
La mondialisation en est venue a Ctre ccn- 
sidCrCe C O P I E  m e  strztkgie profitabie et ccu- . La globdizacii3n se ha erzpezadc a vc 
rom&e de succis q.Ji est survenue XI prof2 de cono una estratkgia prevechosa y exitosa que 
toutes sor t s  de c ~ m p a ~ i e s ,  e: noe pas seale- ha w@do para todos Ios tipos de enpresas, 
ment pocr les giga?tesc;ues malthationaks p i  : no solanrente las multinacionzies inmemas 
ont iti zitiquCes par elks u s a t  et absent  de . c;ue tanto se han critiado ~ c :  sc uso y a h s o  
leu: pouvok et du fait que le monde entier est P del alcance y pcder global empreszrid. So se 
l e x  portee. Le d@ pour Ies professionneis de debe subestimx eI desafio de los profesion- 
li~formacion obliges de fake des recherches d e s  de la hfomaci63 2 quieces se les edge 
su: une entxprise conmxente qui a des ir- . inirestigar unz enpresa competidora con inter- 
&%its dans ie m o n ~ e  ntier ce d e m a  pas &tre eses globaies. Este sdiudo reileja 10s terms 
sous-estimC. Get arricie exanise les questions . in:pIica&s para dirigk e s ~  investigacicin de 
inhkrentes a la fqon de conduke ces reckrch- ' una nanera definitiva. 
es d'une manike dlfiitive. 
# .  ~3 ;preii,zgncia ~ o r ~ ~ ~ : i d ~ i a  ec ei 
.. % . -. 
I ?  ~p i i i p  3 jz c ~ n t L : ' r ~ ~ C p  j~:e:c?: czrz Qatar 
*.% 
- \&r yes ciai:: par Helene Bssler 
p r  Helene Kassler 
Desde '1995, cxa~do  ei Wo2d Wide Web 
Oepnis 1995, ar~nCe oh il a e~bel l i  h coa- s5ib er: prime: phna en m ~ h o s  de ics 
v e a r e  de eom5rea ~:agazir,es d'zcraalitk et de ~eribdcos y yevistas comercides i~poi-ketes 
revues co~~rerc ides  du fait que ci6+& ':2 ' cox0 ia nueva y vaknte tecnologia act:dd, 
meille~re des teckmiogies dv. coin, Ie Wodd rapidamente ha Zornzdo el fm&rzen'x de !a 
Wide Web a rapidement trmsforn6 la base de la distrijucijr de la infornacior comexiai. 
foarriture d'hfomations co~~aerciaies. Corme Como hernos vWo, el Wodd Wide Web 10 ha 
ncus en avons tous fait I'itexpCrience, le W3 a , cambiado todo en 13s G t i ~ o s  afios, ofrecienda 
tout chasgC ces demieres annkes car 2 pernet . el zcceso de escritario [desktop] a un aniverso 
d'acceder a anivers variC d . ' i ~ c m ~ a ~ o x  gr2- variado de informaci6n, gratis, p de bajo cos- 
Zites cu &ordab':es B p&& de son ordkakur. to. Mientras Ios se~ ic ios  en :nea tradiciocz- 
~~aigrC krrr migraticn vers ie TjtrorId wide Web, ' les basados en cargos se despizzan al Wodd 
ies services ec Zgne conventionnels a ia corn- , Wide Web, norma1mente estos mantienen su 
nrissioc g d e n t  gkn6raiement leur valeur par valor per aqpiitud de ccbertara, objetividad 
itCtendne de iwr waveaxe, l e u  cbject;,vitk . peri.iodisticz. y credibilidad. 
jounahtique et Ieur cridibiAtk. article est Este articydo 5ene por c e ~ t ~ o  que ha Re- 
cent& SE les rkcenks x M e s  sm Ie b$Jeb et les . gado d d  web recientmente y varias tkcniczs 
diffixntes tecf.f.?ips q-d fcumissena: des irfor- - de bcsqueda que propoxionan infomacibn Ce 
nations ext;Cmement prkdeuses concexmt Ia . 'iC finica y s:dmamer:te vaksa.  
veille a b mncumnce, 
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Realities for Scientists, Librarians, and Publishers 
by Carol Tenopir and Donald W King 
The purpose of this book is to help scientists, 
librarians, and publishers better understand 
the dynamic nature of the journal system so 
they can make more informed decisions 
regarding electronic journals in the future. 
The examination of the journal system over a 40-year 
period provides revealing answers to  the following 
questions: 
a are scientific scholarly journals worth saving? 
what do trends in authorship, readership, library 
services, and publishing show? 
what are the causes and consequences of spiralling 
journals prices? 
m and MORE! 
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/with CONSULT Online / 
CONSULT Bnllne is now  avaiiabie oi-? the §LA website at  http:/l 
1 www.sla.org/consuit/index,htmi 
I f o r  SLA members this is a free way t o  adve:dise your services, Complete the 
CCNSUI? Online entry form at ~ t t ~ : / / w w w . i s s i n e t c ~ o ~ / s i a / ~ o ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ e r s S h t m  
8 : CONSULT On 1 i ne is free and is avaiiabie t:, anyone interesteci in locating a 
consuitant who may assist, on a ~ o m v e r ~ ; a j  basis, with such areas as iibrary 
management, technical services, and expertise in subject specific areas, 
I CONSULT Online is rhe oniine version of ":he CC)hSUhi database, 
: f ~ r m e r l y  a directory o f  SLA members who are iibrary consuitants. 
: If you have m y  queries contact johr, k-than (jchnQskorg) 3- Ccike? Kekr  
: (coliee~@sla.org) on i -202-234-4703, ex: 639 or 65 I .  
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with~n ycur organlzawn. W~th LEXIS-NEXIS Un~verse 
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